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Abstract 
 
The Christian sound system movement in Britain represents an exchange between ‘church hall’ and 
‘dancehall’ which started in the late 1990s. This contentious engagement between ‘secular’ and 
‘sacred’ spaces is related to the wider discipline of theology and popular culture. The aim of this study 
is to explore how Christians have engaged their faith within black popular culture; focussing on sound 
systems. Current scholarship has analysed sound systems in Britain through the lens of social theory, 
artistry and technology. This essay investigates the history and function of the Christian sound system 
movement in Britain through qualitative interviews with members of ‘Shekinah Sound Ministries’ and 
‘His Majesty’s Sound System’. The controversies involved in the Christianisation of the ‘dubplate’ is 
discussed as well as the criticisms directed at the movement for using reggae music as a tool for 
evangelism in the early years. The data highlights the importance of the MC, selector and engineer as 
the primary practitioners involved in ‘ministering the music’ to the audience. The thesis positions the 
Christian sound system movement within the history of black Christian music in Britain. Both 
traditions draw from an African Caribbean heritage which then mixes in other contemporary styles to 
reflect a black British religious expression. This thesis extends the discussion further by searching for 
theological themes behind the Christian sound system performance which have been previously 
ignored in the literature. This paper suggests that the Christian sound systems in Britain demonstrate 
an interfacing of theology with culture.  
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Introduction 
 
Since the 1990s Christian sound systems have become an accepted part of the gospel music scene in 
Britain. Juliet Fletcher, founder and organiser of the Gospel Music Industry Alliance (GMIA) 
endorses these gospel-based sound systems as doing ‘amazing evangelistic work’ (Fletcher, 2015, 
p.12). The sociocultural significance of sound system culture in Britain has been extensively 
documented through studies by Gilroy (2002), Hebdige (1987) and Jones (1988). Writers such as 
Henry (2006) and Partridge (2010) have highlighted the significance of the Rastafarian movement as 
well as the importance of the sound system Deejay as a voice for the oppressed black youth during the 
1970s and 1980s. The cultural contribution of British sound systems is an area of significant current 
interest within academia and in recent years there has been a proliferation of research projects and 
events devoted to this aspect of black British music. Initiatives such as the ‘Reggae Research 
Network1’, ‘Sound System Culture2’ and ‘Bass Culture3’ highlight the influence that sound systems 
have had on British popular culture. 
 
The terms ‘gospel sound system’ or ‘Christian sound system’ may provoke interest, curiosity and in 
many cases outright shock from music fans and experts in the field who may already have a fixed 
concept about what a sound system is and what it represents. A casual glance over the academic 
landscape reveals a glaring neglect of this fascinating ‘clash’ of cultures. Traditionally the sound 
system space or ‘dancehall’ has been viewed as a separate space to the Church or ‘church hall’ 
(Beckford, 2006, p.4). Historically both social spaces have played a significant role within the 
African-Caribbean community in Britain. In his book titled Jesus Dub black British theologian, 
Robert Beckford, sets out an argument to show a comparison between the church hall and dancehall 
spaces within Britain. He uses the cultural form of Dub (an offshoot of reggae music) as a tool and 
framework to re-examine and reconstruct interpretation of Scripture. Beckford sets out his 
engagement of ‘Dub hermeneutics’ through the conceptual framework of black culture (Beckford, 
2006, p.81). His concept of ‘culture’ is understood to be the possession of a particular ethnic group or 
class of people (ibid., p.3). Beckford suggests that black music culture from the context of the church 
“provides an opportunity to re-think and re-work aspects of African Caribbean Christian thought and 
practice” (p.2). Beckford’s work is very useful in aiding our understanding of how the Black Church 
may look to the dancehall space for themes and resources in order to re-evaluate how it does theology. 
Whilst this is certainly helpful, it is however, noticeable that there was no mention of the actual 
                                                            
1 https://reggaenetwork.wordpress.com/ - An Arts and Humanities Research Council-funded project set up in 2017. They 
have organised conferences and symposiums in London, Liverpool and Norwich. 
2 http://soundsystemcultureblog.tumblr.com/ - Sound System Culture is a UK wide touring exhibition documenting reggae 
sound system culture in Britain. The project was launched in Huddersfield in 2013. 
3 http://blackmusicresearchunit.co.uk/about/ - Based at the University of Westminster. It takes the form of a three-year 
academic research project exploring the impact of Jamaican-influenced music on British culture. 
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Christian sound system tradition in Britain which arose as a direct engagement between the two 
spaces. 
 
The aim of this research project is to search for the theological themes in gospel/ Christian sound 
systems, focusing on the scene in Britain. I would argue that the lack of any current scholarship which 
addresses sound system culture from a theological perspective shows that this study is a worthwhile 
academic endeavor. This project is inspired by the assertion made by academic Dulcie Dixon 
McKenzie that black Christian heritage should be researched. McKenzie pointed out that black gospel 
music in Britain is a neglected area in literature and within black theological discourse in general 
(McKenzie 2009 and 2014). I would argue that this academic neglect extends to the engagement of 
the Black Church with black popular culture. In attempting to address this gap in knowledge, I will 
tell the story of the Christian sound system movement in Britain by adding a religious dimension to 
the existing history. By uncovering this narrative, I intend to develop a religious cultural analysis of 
sound systems. Many people have viewed this phenomenon as simply being a Christian form of 
entertainment mirroring the secular world. However, I would suggest that there is something deeper 
happening beneath the surface of the Christian sound system performance.  
 
The overall focus of this study is to examine the engagement between Christianity and sound system 
culture. The central issue that I am seeking to address is how Christians work out their faith in and 
through the sound system space. To that end, the research project will attempt to investigate the 
following research questions; firstly, what is the function of Christian sound systems in Britain? What 
is the relationship between Christian sound systems, British gospel music and its audiences? 
Secondly, the study will also explore how aspects of sound system culture has been appropriated by 
Christians. It will uncover the controversies and conflicts involved in this perceived clash of cultures 
between dancehall and church hall. Thirdly, it will investigate why the Christian sound system 
tradition has arisen and what it attempts to accomplish in terms of ministry and theology.  
 
The main data for this study will come from interviews with members of two British Christian sound 
systems: Shekinah Sound ministries (based in Birmingham) and His Majesty Sound System (based in 
London). The theoretical context of this study is based around the critical engagement of theology and 
popular culture. Writers such as Beckford (2006), Lynch (2005) and Cobb (2005) have suggested 
useful methods for interrogating contemporary culture from a theological and religious perspective. 
  
Beckford suggests that there are three interfaces through which theology in African Caribbean 
Christianity is explored within urban cultures. They are: ‘mission’, ‘recognition’ and ‘praxis’ 
(Beckford, 2006, p.145) (Beckford, 2004, p.56-59). Mission is concerned with evangelism; 
communicating the Christian message in the cultural context of the audience. Recognition is 
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concerned with discovering or recognising where God’s liberating message and practice is already at 
work in urban cultures (Beckford, 2004, p.147). Praxis is the idea that Christian engagement and 
dialogue with popular culture should be linked with social change (ibid., p.149). 
  
Theologian Gordon Lynch also offers a useful set of methods within his book titled ‘Understanding 
Theology and Popular Culture’. Lynch presents an overview of the main approaches that have been 
employed by scholars engaging in the critical study of theology and popular culture.  Lynch offers a 
definition of theology that posits a focus on God; the ‘absolute reference point of life’ (Lynch 2005, 
p.95). Lynch believes that the benefits of this type of engagement are far reaching: 
“asking theological questions about popular culture therefore requires us not only to identify the 
values, beliefs, practices, and experiences of popular culture, but also to think critically about these in 
relation to our understandings of the absolute” (2005, p.98). Lynch offers three models of engagement 
between theology and popular; author-focused, text-based approach and ethnographic/audience 
perception approach. The first model is related to how particular pieces of popular culture reflect the 
background, status, personality and intentions of the author (p.112). The second is how we can read 
the meaning of popular cultural texts without any reference to the thoughts or intentions of the 
creators. This approach is more concerned with language and symbols that carry cultural meaning 
(p.113).  The last approach is focused on the meanings that popular culture has for people in real 
world settings and everyday life. (p.113) 
 
In, ‘The Blackwell guide to Theology and Popular Culture’, author Kelton Cobb presents the key 
theories of popular culture. He then suggests a theology of popular culture by using themes found in 
the various branches of systematic theology. In the first half of the book, Cobb discusses key concepts 
within the cultural studies discipline and explains how they relate to theology. Cobb evaluates a 
number of key cultural terms such as Hegemony (the process whereby dominant groups in a society 
seek to influence subordinate groups) and Style (ritualised consumption) (Cobb, 2005, p.59). Cobb 
argues that it is the job of the theologian to go beneath the surface and dig for deeper transcendent and 
revelatory meanings within popular cultural texts. Cobb also cites the work of Paul Tillich, esteeming 
him as the forbearer for the theology and popular culture discipline (p.98). In his seminal collection of 
essays, Theology of Culture, Tillich suggests that religious expression can be identified within the 
spheres of contemporary culture as well as within the confines of the Church and religious institutions 
(Tillich, 1959, p.42).  
 
At this juncture, it is necessary to give a brief definition of several key terms which will inform this 
study. A straightforward definition of ‘culture’ could be understood to be the works and practices of 
intellectual and artistic work (Longhurst, 2008, p.2). In this study, however, when referring to the 
term ‘culture’ I mean a signifying practice as suggested by Hall (2003), whereby meaning is produced 
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by people in a cultural circuit consisting of representation, identity, production, consumption and 
regulation (Hall, 2003, p.4). According to Hall, sounds, words, notes, gestures, expressions and 
clothes construct and transmit meaning and act as signifiers;  
“Members of the same culture share the same ‘cultural codes’; sets of concepts, images and ideas 
which enables a shared experience and view of the world. They interpret the world around them in 
similar ways’ (ibid, p.4) 
 
By the term ‘black culture’ I am referring to the African Caribbean cultural heritage and shared 
cultural meanings for first, second and third generations of black British people (Hall, 2003, p.1).  It is 
a means through which black people have expressed concerns of black existence (Beckford, 1998, 
p.15). This study is primarily concerned with the interface between theology and black popular 
culture. By ‘theology’ I   am referring to ‘God talk’; God being the absolute reference point of life. 
My definition is concerned with how humans understand the meaning of God in the world and in the 
context of their everyday life (Jagessar and Reddie, 2007, p.264). I share in Lynch’s (2005) 
suggestion that this definition of theology leads us to ask questions about the meaning and value of 
life, how we understand existence and how to live good and just lives (Lynch, 2005, p.94-95).  
When referring to the ‘Black Church’ I am employing Aldred and Ogbo’s useful definition: 
“that multi-denominational Christian tradition that has been established in Britain by people from the 
Caribbean and Africa and that draws support largely from those communities in Britain, and 
advocated and agitates on their behalf” (Aldred & Ogbo 2010, p.1). 
 
By the term ‘sound system’, I am referring to more than just a mobile disco DJ or a club PA System, I 
am referring to a high-powered sound system ‘set’ comprising of speakers, amplifiers, microphones, 
mixers and equalizers operated by a crew of members such as a selector, MC/ Deejay and engineer 
(Back 1996). Traditionally sound systems would play reggae music and were often complemented by 
a roster of their own deejays (toasters). However, Sound systems are not all reggae based; different 
types of sounds play different styles of music. By the term ‘sound system culture’, I am referring to a 
representational system that reflects aesthetic cultural codes such as large speaker boxes, dub plates 
(special pre-release songs or one-off specials recorded by an artist/producer for a sound system to play 
exclusively), an MC (‘mic chatter’) on a microphone and a selector playing music on some type of 
deck or turntable4. Sound systems are also referred to simply as ‘sounds’. 
 
This study also seeks to address the controversies and issues involved in the intersection between 
Christianity and sound system culture. Critics of dancehall music argue that the vulgarity, materialism 
                                                            
4 Over time the record turntable has been replaced by table top CD players (CDJs). In the age of digital 
technology selectors now use DJ controllers which manipulate digital files on a laptop computer. Modern DJ 
controllers emulate the look and feel of the traditional turntable. 
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and violence in some of the lyrics promotes messages which are destructive to the listeners. It could 
be argued that these graphic artistic expressions of life in some poor inner-city communities are the 
antithesis of Christian values. Religious scholar, Anthony Pinn, terms this exploration into the graphic 
lived reality as ‘nitty-gritty hermeneutics. He offers the following definition of this methodology: 
 
nitty-gritty hermeneutics seeks a clear and unromanticized understanding of 
a hostile world, and entails “telling it like it is” and taking risks. Embedded 
in this method of interpretation is a sense that paradox and tension 
aren’t necessarily problems but rather can serve as opportunities to 
explore dimensions of cultural life that we might otherwise overlook or 
downplay. This way of approaching cultural life begins with an understanding 
that human life is messy, complex, and layered (Pinn 2017, p.391) 
 
Finally, an important term which is central to the purpose of this study is ‘Christian/gospel sound 
system’. Throughout this study these terms will be used interchangeably. By the term ‘gospel sound 
system’ or ‘Christian sound system’, I am referring to a sound system that plays gospel music or 
songs that advocate a lifestyle and worldview that is in line with the Christian faith. In addition to the 
above terms, this study will also be informed by a Black Atlantic modality as presented by Gilroy 
(1993). This essay will attempt to argue that Christian sound systems are part of an African diasporan 
exchange of ideas between Jamaica and Britain.  
 
In the first half of the study I will set out the background and framework of the sound system 
movement in the UK. In the Literature Review section, all the current scholarship available on sound 
systems is critically reviewed. I synthesis the literature into three categories: theory, artistry and 
technology. I then make the case that there is a clear gap in the current literature with regards to a 
theological analysis of sound systems in Britain.  In the Methodology section I set out the reasons for 
the qualitative approaches that were selected. As well as the theology & popular culture interfaces 
discussed earlier, I also make use of auto ethnography, research interviews and case studies in order to 
capture data.  
 
As a way of setting the stage for the presentation of the data, the main body of the study begins in 
Chapter 1 with a brief review of Black Christian music in Britain. This section makes use of the 
‘mission’ interface; explaining how British gospel artists have used urban music styles as ‘a tool to 
help communicate Christ’ (Beckford, 2004, p.56). I propose four broad historical phases of UK gospel 
history from the 1950s to the present day. This chapter sets the musicological scene and explores the 
relationship between the Christian sound system movement and contemporary urban gospel music in 
the UK. In chapter 2, I present an alternative history of UK sound systems which incorporates the 
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neglected story of the gospel sound systems. I suggest that Christian sound systems represent a 
deviation from the traditional understanding of a sound system as suggested in the current literature. 
In chapter 3, the hidden history of the Christian sound system movement is then brought to light 
through case studies on two influential sound systems based in Britain; Shekinah Sound Ministries 
and His Majesty Sound System. The interview data is analysed and the key themes that emerge from 
the interviews are discussed in detail. In chapter 4, the main theological themes are pulled together in 
a dialogue focusing on the religious sensibilities present in the Christian sound system performance.
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Literature Review 
 
Scholars from different academic disciplines have explored the meaning of what a sound system 
actually is and its significance for its audience. The broad spectrum of studies can loosely be grouped 
into three categories: theory, artistry and technology. In using the broad theme of theory, I am 
examining studies which have used different theoretical frameworks such as sociological, political, 
theological, cultural etc. I will also be examining the methodologies used to develop their arguments. 
The artistry category looks at studies which have covered the division of labour as well as the specific 
roles within the sound system performance such as the selector, MC/Deejay, engineer, owner etc. This 
category also explores the aesthetic values within sound system culture such as dub plates, the sound 
clash and the type of music played on a sound system. Lastly, the technology grouping will highlight 
studies which focus on the sound system set, craft technologies and engineering aspects of sound 
systems. 
 
I am not suggesting that all studies follow such a rigid structure but for the purpose of my review I 
will analyse how we can navigate through the landscape of sound system scholarship by observing 
these overarching themes. Most, if not all, studies currently available in this area in some way overlap 
between categories. This literature review will explore how different theoretical frameworks have 
influenced how scholars have defined and analysed sound systems. The scope of my survey will be 
primarily confined to studies which examine sound systems based in Britain. However, I will also 
evaluate studies which cover dancehall culture in Jamaica for the purpose of giving historical context 
to the subject. 
 
 
Theory: 
Sounds systems consist of thousands of watts of amplification which enable them to play music at 
considerably high volumes. The emphasis on lower sound frequencies creates a full sensory 
experience which Henriques (2003) describes as ‘sonic dominance’ where the audience is pervaded 
and fully immersed in the sound. According to Henriques sonic dominance encompasses the ethereal, 
material, aural and visual. He suggests that this sonic encounter encompasses the sound system set, 
the sound system members (selector, MC, engineer) and the dancehall audience. Henriques suggests 
that within the experience of sonic dominance, different elements of the sound system session become 
‘transducers’. For example; the loud speaker transduces electromagnetic waves from the amplifier 
into waves that can be heard by the audience. He suggests that the human body itself can be 
considered a sensory transducer in dance and gives the following explanation: 
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“…musical bass line provokes the kinetic movement of tapping your foot to the rhythm. This occurs 
automatically and without thinking about it, as a bodily rather than a rational response” (Henriques, 
2003, p.468). Henriques argues that there is an ethereal aspect of sonic dominance which is akin to a 
spiritual experience within a church. The selector and MC connect with the amplification of sound 
waves from the sound system set to transduce the crowd to a heightened realisation of the ‘often 
hidden function of the senses’ (ibid, p.469). Henriques suggests that sonic dominance reveals 
genealogical links between sound system performance techniques and ancient African traditions 
(p.470).  
 
The concept of sonic dominance implies evidence of a religious connection or experience within the 
sound system space. In this way it could be said that cultural practices within the sound system 
performance are linked to religious practices in the church. I would propose that these same ritual 
techniques would also be present in the function of a Christian sound system. 
 
The notion of sonic embodiment is further explored in Henriques’ book ‘Sonic Bodies: Reggae Sound 
Systems, Performance Techniques and Ways of Knowing’ published in 2011.  In Sonic Bodies, 
Henriques suggests a methodology he terms as ‘sounding’; the theory of thinking through sound 
rather than thinking about sound (Henriques 2011: p.xxii). Henriques argues that sounding is the 
manifestation of the ‘sonic logos’; a vibrational way of knowing which is not based on text or word. 
He suggests that there is a triangulation of wavebands which enables embodied ‘ways of knowing’. 
They are: corporeal (crew, selector, audience), social cultural (dancehall session) and material (set, 
equipment, engineer). According to Henriques all three systems of sounding are themselves ‘sonic 
bodies’ or carriers of the vibrations or more simply the ‘vibes’ (p.41). He describes a sound system as 
a “musical medium, technological instrument and social and cultural institution” (p.3). Using Stone 
Love Movement5 as a case study, Henriques explores the different wavebands of a sound system. 
Henriques also explores the different roles of the crew members using the same triangulation theory 
of sounding; he examines the audio engineer (material waveband), the selector (corporeal wave-band) 
and the MC (sociocultural waveband).  
 
Henriques (2011) is a primary example of a text that covers all three categories (theory, artistry, 
technology) in significant detail. The study builds a very convincing theoretical argument which is 
thoroughly researched and balanced by detailed case studies. Although the empirical data is limited 
geographically to Jamaica, I would suggest that this study offers a very useful theoretical context in 
which to explore the functions of Christian sound systems in Britain. 
                                                            
5 ‘Stone Love’ sound system is considered by many as one of Jamaica’s top sounds from the dancehall era. 
https://www.dancehallreggaeworld.com/stone-love.html 
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The technological aspect of black music culture has been emphasised by Tricia Rose in her book 
‘Black Noise’ published in 1994. Rose examined the sonic, social and technological significance of 
rap music. She argues that music cultures such as rap use technology to revise and expand black 
cultural priorities. This exchange between orality and technology is termed “techno-black cultural 
syncretism” (Rose 1994: 96). Rose suggests that the creative use of digital technology (such as 
samplers), transform these electronic devices into “musical time machines” where old sounds are “re-
contextualised into the present” (p.96). The manipulation of technology is a practice common in 
sound system technology and is a point further explored by Henriques (2011) within the material 
waveband. Rose’s theory encompasses both a musicological and sociological methodology as she 
argues that digital technology is manipulated to preserve “afro diasporic musical priorities” (p.75). 
She mentions the links between rap music and Jamaican reggae music and suggests that practices such 
as complex rhythmic patterns are common in all afro diasporic music. Rose’s argument is largely built 
on the concept of ‘versioning’ as described by Hebdige (1987). She suggests that technological 
productions are inextricably linked with oral traditions: “sampling, not unlike versioning practices in 
Caribbean musics, is about paying homage, an invocation of another’s voice to help you say what you 
want to say” (Rose 1994: 79). 
 
Rose (1994) offers a useful theory in exploring the technological significance of black expressive 
cultures. The concept of ‘techno-black cultural syncretism' is useful as it theorises sound systems 
from a technological and cultural perspective. However, there is no mention of a religious aspect in 
her theory. The gospel music tradition has played a significant role in the development of black music 
in America so it is somewhat surprising that there is no reference made to its spiritual influence.     
 
In his 1987 publication, Cut ‘N’ Mix, Dick Hebdige examines the style and cultural identity of music 
from the Caribbean, particularly Jamaica. He suggests that the influence of religion, ancient African 
practices and the importance of rhythm are all consistent themes in the development of reggae music. 
In the chapter ‘Dread in a Inglan’ Hebdige describes the significance of the blues dance as a place of 
refuge and entertainment for the first generation of black immigrants who were negotiating the hostile 
racist environment of 1950s Britain. By the late 1960s many British sound systems such as Duke Vin, 
Sir Neville and Count Shelley were established and played records imported from the Caribbean 
(Hebdige 1987: 92 – 94). Hebdige gives the following musicological definition of a ‘version’: 
 
A musician will play a different solo on a different instrument, use a different tempo, key or 
chord sequence. A singer will place the emphasis on different words or will add new ones. A 
record producer will use a different arrangement. An engineer will stretch the sounds into 
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different shapes, add sound effects, take out notes and chords or add new ones, creating 
empty spaces by shuffling the sequence of sounds into new patterns (Hebdige, 1987, p.12) 
 
According to Hebdige ‘versioning’ is at the heart of all Afro American and Caribbean musics (ibid, 
p.12). He argues that the concept of versioning suggests that black music culture is constantly being 
re-formulated and remixed in a dynamic process which incorporates musicology, cultural identity and 
technology. He views sound systems as part of Jamaican music tradition and integral in the process of 
‘cut n mix’.     
 
The concept of ‘versioning’ as described by Hebdige (1987) provides an important musicological 
framework in understanding how sound systems re-articulate culture through music and technology. I 
would argue that Christian sound systems could be viewed as manifestations of the same re-
versioning process suggested above.   
 
The topic of black expressive cultures has been covered in great detail by the scholarly work of Paul 
Gilroy. In There Ain’t No Black in the Union Jack Gilroy suggests that black British identity is 
actively made and re-made through the borrowing and adapting of cultural expressions and politics 
from black America and the Caribbean (Gilroy, 2002, p.202). For Gilroy, black expressive music 
culture is counter cultural and carries political significance in a resistance against racist elements 
within a society. The sound system performance places an emphasis on recorded music as opposed to 
the live performance of musicians and singers. This has had a major effect on the contemporary 
musical culture of black Britain (p.217). One example of the aesthetics associated with black music 
cultures, is the significance of specialised language. Gilroy also suggests that the constant repetition 
(versioning) as submitted by Hebdige (1987), is a way of reconstructing and celebrating histories 
(Gilroy, 2002, p.282). Gilroy suggests that repetition is a way of ‘embarking on an archaeological 
operation, tracing it back to its original’ (p.283).  
 
In The Black Atlantic published in 1993, Gilroy further explores the cultural connection of Britain 
with the Caribbean and black America. According to Gilroy, sound systems in Britain are the result of 
“transnational black Atlantic creativity” (p. 16). He discusses ‘routes’ and ‘roots’ and argues that 
music of the Black Atlantic is a result of hybrid re-rooted culture and technological advances. He also 
comments on the politics of authenticity within black music and suggests that once styles are exported 
across the Black Atlantic the “original ethnic markers and historical origins” can be somewhat 
detached as the local needs and political climate takes the focus (p.82). From Gilroy’s perspective, 
sound systems in Britain are part of the Black Atlantic, taking their influence from the Caribbean to 
formulate a black British counter culture which serves as a defence in the struggle against the white 
racist ideology of the local environment.  
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The importance of the cultural politics of race is also analysed in Gilroy’s essay, One Nation under a 
Groove, published in 1990. Gilroy argues that all black musical cultures have political characteristics 
which are: (1) experience of labour, (2) understanding of the state and (3) history as a discontinuous 
process of struggle (Gilory,1990, p.273 – 274). In the experience of labour, the black body is 
celebrated as an instrument of pleasure rather than just work. Secondly, the oppressive capitalist legal 
state is challenged by a recognition of a superior righteous law. The third aspect of this political trio is 
an affirmation of black history as a remedy to the oppression of the lived black experience under 
capitalism. Gilroy suggests that these three elements create a “defensive politics and corresponding 
aesthetic from racial subordination” (p.275). Gilroy (1990) argues that sound systems facilitate a 
constant reconstruction of its own history in order to celebrate, validate and survive. This is embodied 
through the use of instrumental b side versions which encourage participation of the 
MC/toaster/rapper. In this way the audience become active participants in the autonomous space of 
the dancehall.        
 
Gilroy’s work shows how sound systems can be viewed not only as musical entities but also political 
voices which form part of a wider counter culture. Against the backdrop of a hostile white racist 
dominant culture, the sound system is understood to be an active voice shaping identity for black 
people living within the African diaspora. The transnational cultural exchange of the Black Atlantic is 
a helpful theoretical framework when seeking to understand the significance of the sound system in 
local settings. This is particularly useful for my study as I am focusing on the Christian sound systems 
based in Britain.  
 
The discussion of race and culture within the diaspora is picked up by Louis Chude - Sokei in his 
essay titled The Sound of Culture: Dread Discourse and Jamaican Sound Systems. Chude-Sokei 
(1997) argues that dancehall expresses the ‘reality of contemporary black movements and migrations’ 
in a more sophisticated way then the ‘dread’ knowledge and roots sound of the Rasta movement.  
Chude-Sokei is critical of what he describes as the ‘racial essentialism and patriarchal assumptions of 
Rasta’ (p.186). Within the Rastafarian tradition, ‘word sound’ signified power in sound. For example, 
ancient African drumming was the language which carried meaning. Chude-Sokei argues that after 
Jamaican independence (6th August 1962) it was the sound system that became the vehicle of sound 
which expressed Black Nationalism (p.188). Chude-Sokei argues that Rastafari ideology did not fully 
appreciate the complexities of diasporan existence and failed to embrace the technology of popular 
music. 
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Chude-Sokei raises some interesting points about the diasporan expressions of culture and race. 
However, I would argue that he does not explore how a black Christian ideology could possibly affect 
the discussion.  
  
Norman Stolzoff’s publication Wake the Town and Tell the People offers an analysis of the history of 
sound systems and dancehall culture in Jamaica. Stolzoff suggests that dancehall has a long history 
tracing back to the slavery era even though it might not have been called ‘dancehall’. His study uses 
an anthropological and ethnographic methodology to examine the everyday cultural processes that 
contribute to the production of cultural practices. Stolzoff bases his theoretical framework on the 
ideology that cultures are formed through ‘transnational cultural flows’ (Gilroy 1993). According to 
Stolzoff the dancehall is a site of clashing and a marker of a ‘charged cultural boarder between people 
of different races and class levels’ (Stolzoff, 2000, p.6). The ‘uptown’ middle class are opposed to 
dancehall, they believe it signifies a decline in morality and poses a threat to the decency of Jamaican 
society. However, for the poorer ‘downtown’ dwellers, dancehall is an alternative safe space and a 
voice that challenges the dominance of the ruling classes. During late 1970s/early 1980s the emphasis 
of the sound system performance shifted from the selector to a team of Deejays and singers that would 
accompany a sound system and perform live on the ‘versions’ (instrumentals) during the session. 
Stolzoff states that during this period some lyrical content seemed to change from the dominant 
Rastafarian sentiments of roots reggae (‘culture’) to a style which celebrated consumerism and 
sexuality. This style of dancehall music was termed as ‘slackness’ due to the graphic and at times 
vulgar nature of the lyrics. The macro and micro changes in politics and socio-economics contributed 
to a perceived divide within dancehall between ‘culture’ and ‘slackness’. This discussion is analysed 
in greater detail by Cooper (1993). During the late early 1990s the selector was once again at the 
forefront of the sound system performance as his skill in ‘juggling’ (mixing on song into another on 
the turntable) took the spotlight from live Deejay sets which were dominant in the previous decade. 
Alongside these musicological changes, Stolzoff also states that there was an ideological shift back to 
a righteous message in the dancehall in what he describes as the ‘Rasta renaissance’ in the 1990s 
(Stolzoff, 2000, p.112).  
 
Stolzoff’s anthropological approach is useful in helping us to understand how the social, religious and 
political aspects of the everyday lived experience affects music processes and the formation of 
cultural practices. His theory places sound systems within the historical narrative of dancehall culture 
in Jamaica from the slavery era up to the present day. His description of dancehall as a site of clashing 
and alternative space is useful in understanding the ideological divisions of ‘uptown’ and 
‘downtown’. I would argue that the dividing lines of the dancehall space and religion should not be 
viewed as a rigid marker as suggested in Stolzoff’s observations. I would submit that the Christian 
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sound systems which emerged in Britain from 1996 highlight a religious influence which was distinct 
from the ‘Rasta renaissance’ taking place during the same decade in the Jamaican reggae industry. 
 
The perceived dichotomy of ‘slackness’ vs ‘culture’ was first discussed by Jamaican author and 
literacy scholar Carolyn Cooper. Her pioneering essay ‘Slackness hiding from culture: erotic play in 
the dancehall’ was published in 1993 and uses a distinctly scribal literary methodology to study 
dancehall culture. Cooper argues that Jamaican DJs are a part of a scribal/oral literacy continuum in 
Jamaica alongside writers, song texts, poets and dub poets. Cooper suggests that DJ oracy represents a 
‘folk ethic’ untarnished by middle class sensibilities (Cooper,1993: p.136). Cooper believes that the 
DJ’s verbal art can be traced back to “neo-African aesthetics” (p.138). She explores the 
slackness/culture dichotomy, a tension of ‘uptown/downtown’ and argues that slackness conceals a 
political subversion; a ‘metaphorical revolt’ against the perceived standards of decency (p.141). 
Dancehall songs challenge the ‘conservative gender ideology’ and instead offers a form of feminine 
empowerment. 
 
The discussion regarding the significance of dancehall in Jamaican popular culture is covered in 
greater detail by scholars from the region, namely Donna Hope and Sonjah Stanley-Niaah. Hope 
(2000) examines the politics of gender, sexuality and violence as sites of identity and liberation in the 
dancehall. She suggests that these narratives play a significant role in the ‘negation and contestation’ 
for public space through dancehall against Jamaica’s hegemonic class structures. Stanley-Niaah 
(2009) on the other hand, highlights the topography and ecology of the cultural production of 
dancehall focusing on the environment, performance culture and spaces. She uses geography and 
anthropology as her theoretical framework in order to map a cultural terrain that is local, regional and 
transnational. According Stanley-Niaah, dancehall is rooted in African performance and draws from 
the old to reinvent itself. Cooper (2004) discusses the issue of the homogenisation of Jamaican 
culture; equating roots reggae as the definitive of ‘culture’ and dancehall as ‘low culture’. She also 
discusses the genealogical links between reggae, dancehall and rap. 
 
In his book titled Jesus Dub: Theology, Music and Social Change, Robert Beckford sets out an 
argument to show a comparison between the ‘church hall’ and ‘dancehall’ spaces within Britain. 
Beckford argues that there is a shared religious-cultural legacy between dancehall and church hall 
which is grounded in Revivalism; a mix of Christianity and African religious practices (Beckford, 
2006: p.19-20). Beckford shows how Dub, an aesthetic practice within reggae music, can be 
mobilised as a framework for re-evaluating theology, taking apart doctrine and reconstructing it under 
the influence of a guiding theme. Beckford’s theory suggests a dubbing of African Caribbean 
Christian thought from the theoretical perspective of black liberation theology. He views the 
dancehall and the church hall as forms of cultural resistance within the African Caribbean community 
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and believes that they are essentially different branches from the same tree. Beckford discusses the 
culture/slackness debate and highlights the criticism that the church has levelled at dancehall: 
“Traditionally, Black churches have represented DJs and sound system culture in a similar way to the 
conservative ‘up-town’ critique of ‘down-town’ culture in Jamaica. The church demonised DJs as 
purveyors of profane lyrics and sexual promiscuity” (p.54).  
The seventh chapter of Jesus Dub which is titled ‘Echo Chamber’ presents a useful dialogue between 
the author and William ‘Lez’ Henry who is a respected sound system DJ and scholar. The 
conversation is insightful as it suggests that the borrowing of ideas between the church hall and 
dancehall was far from one sided but was in fact reciprocal. 
 
Beckford’s detailed cultural and historical analysis of the ‘church hall’ and ‘dancehall’ is insightful as 
it highlights the links between the two spaces. He argues that both spaces are significant in the 
African Caribbean community in Britain and both share the same African Christian heritage. This 
book is the only work which is directly relevant to my own research. It suggests that the ‘church hall’ 
should engage with the ‘dancehall’ for inspiration and tools to do theology; a type of cultural praxis 
(p.150). Beckford believes that Dub is just one aspect of dancehall culture that is useful for this 
theological process. He suggests that other cultural practices should be explored to continue the 
dialogue and engagement between the two spaces. I would argue that my research into Christian 
sound systems in the UK is a continuation of this important discussion. 
 
 
Artistry: 
William ‘Lez’ Henry’s 2006 publication What the Deejay Said: A Critique from the Street! explores 
the insider perspective of dancehall culture in Britain. Henry argues that the Deejays (MCs) played a 
significant role in the artistry of the sound system performance. The Deejay lyricism within the 
Reggae Dancehalls of 1970s/1980s inner city Britain represented the ‘hidden voice’ of the black 
British experience. Henry also argues that the reggae dancehall space is an alternative learning space. 
He suggests that Deejay lyrics are a form of intelligent practical knowledge which opposes the 
Eurocentric education system. He highlights the importance and political power of language; the use 
of patwa (Jamaican language) as a counter culture to fight ‘dutty [dirty] Babylon’ (p.5). The book is a 
metaphor of the 45 record; side ‘A’ is a review of the ‘outsider’ theories and side ‘B’ highlights the 
insider accounts. Henry uses a very personal methodology in order to create a narrative which is 
lively, engaging and colourful in its portrayal of the ritual practices of the sound system Deejay.  
He utilises an epistemological approach which encompasses autobiographical accounts, empirical data 
and literary analysis. He uses the theory of the Black Atlantic (Gilroy 1993) to argue that the hidden 
voice had a wide ‘outernational’ circulation among the diaspora through ‘Yard tapes’. These ‘Yard 
tapes’ were cassette tape recordings of Deejay sessions on Jamaican sound systems. It was an 
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important carrier of knowledge, information and culture. Henry argues that British Deejays were 
involved in a complex system of ‘outernational’ intellectual exchanges that redefined what it meant to 
be conscious, intellectual and original (Henry, 2006, p.7). Henry argues that the insider perspective is 
most effective and believes that allowing the Deejays to express their own stories themselves ensures 
more ‘representative accuracy’ (p.14, 242). Henry is critical of what he perceives as ethnographic 
literature which seeks to interpret black expressive cultures from a position that is outside or ‘without’ 
the culture as opposed to within in it (p.60). He discusses the possible ethical issues which may arise 
in his position as a black researcher embarking on a project where he is both the ‘outsider’ (academic) 
and ‘insider’ (sound system DJ) (p.87).  
 
Henry’s autobiographical, epistemological methodology is unique as it provides an ‘insider view’ of 
the sound system performance within an academic context. The study highlights the importance and 
political significance of language within the Deejay performance. One may question if there is an 
issue of subjectivity as Henry is known and respected as both a sound system Deejay and researcher. 
Henry addresses these concerns and argues that his ‘epistemological privilege’ places him in a 
position to represent the true reality of those within the culture (p.79). Although the scope of the study 
is very narrow, only focussing on the lyricism of the Deejays from the 1980s, I would suggest that his 
insider perspective offers a unique window into understanding sound system culture which is unlike 
any other ethnographic study within the wider body of literature. 
 
Campbell (1997) suggests that the components that make up a sound system are: “the selector, mike 
chatter, owner/promoter, technician, moving staff, sound followers, equipment, and last but definitely 
not least, the records and dub plates” (Campbell, 1997, p.198). The selector is responsible for 
selecting and playing the records in an order that is pleasing to the crowd. His skill set includes the 
ability to mix songs to ensure that there is a smooth transition from one track to another (‘juggling’). 
The ‘mike chatter’ introduces the records, hypes up the crowd (‘building the vibes’), encourages 
crowd participation and requests that a record is played again when demanded by the crowd (known 
as a “forward” or “pull up”) (p.199). Campbell gives the following definition of a dub plate within the 
‘juggling’ era: “A dub plate is basically a record on which a recording artist mentions the name of the 
sound (in effect identifying it as a top sound and backing it). Dub plates are unique because of the fact 
that they are usually renditions of hit songs the artists have made” (Campbell, 1997, p.201). He goes 
on to describe a sound clash in the post 1990s era where the emphasis had shifted from the lyricism of 
the live deejay to recorded dubplates. Campbell states that the progressive stages of a sound clash 
consist of the early warm up, later rounds and the ‘dub fi dub’ which is the climax of the event. The 
selector will play commercial singles (45s) and dubs in an attempt to build the atmosphere of 
excitement amongst the crowd. Campbell notes that sometimes “the selector plays only a couple of 
seconds of a dub plate and that’s enough to drive the entire crowd into a frenzy” (p.203). 
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Campbell (1997) is useful in understanding the aesthetic values associated with the sound clash. The 
sound clash is likened to a sporting spectacle which provides euphoric joy to loyal followers of their 
favourite sound system. It will be interesting to investigate how Christian sound systems contend with 
this competitive aspect of the culture. This is an issue which will be further explored in the case 
studies.   
 
Back (1996) covers the importance of the division of labour as well as the technology of the sound 
system set. Back argues that the continuity of sound system culture provides tools for black British 
youth to negotiate issues of race and culture through an alternative public space which is the 
dancehall. Back offers the following explanation of a sound system: 
 
Sound systems are massive hi-fis, usually owned by one person or by a partnership, but they 
are too big to be operated alone…The sound system itself is run by a group, within which 
division of labour operates. This is seldom rigid; there is often overlap and people will do 
more than one task. Some sound systems share a whole host of helpers to drive vans or “box 
boys” to shift equipment. Other aspects are more specialised (Back, 1996, p.188) 
 
He goes on to describe the technology of the sound system which is called the ‘set’. The set can range 
in size and consists of amplifiers, speaker boxes, equalizers, mixers and effects units. As the music 
passes through the set it is transformed and modified as the ‘operator’ alters the controls to create a 
unique mix. The operator is not only an engineer but also a sound technician able to repair the set 
when issues arise. Back (1996) uses a sociological framework to argue for the significance of sound 
systems in the UK as a means for black youth to create meaning. In post war Britain the sound system 
was the mouthpiece for youth in the black community and became a platform from which they could 
‘re-write and document their own history’ (p.193).  
 
Back (1996) builds up a theoretical framework using an approach which encompasses the social and 
technological. He argues that the sound systems in Britain were so significant to the black community 
because they functioned as a conduit of cultural continuity. This view links with the diasporan cycle 
as suggested by Gilroy (1993). Back’s theory is helpful as it suggests that all sound systems can be 
viewed as part of this process of ‘cultural continuity’.  
 
There are a number of publications which examine Dub music, a sub-genre of reggae, and its 
significance within sound system culture in Britain.  Partridge (2010) focuses on the socio-historical 
aspect of Dub from Jamaica to the UK. He discusses the subversive characteristics of sound systems 
as a counter culture. He suggests that religio-political sensibilities were influential in the Rasta 
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ideology of Dub music in the 1970s. Partridge likens the toasting of a sound system deejay to a 
preacher in a church and argues that the Deejay expressed the feelings of the people. Sullivan (2014) 
explores the influence of the 1970s/80s UK sound systems in the development of various sub-genres 
of dub music that emerged in the following decades. He also mentions the influence of ‘Jah Shaka’, 
the pioneering south London Roots and Culture sound system operator who inspired a generation of 
new dub producers. Veal (2008) offers a musicological account of how Dub played a crucial role in 
the proliferation of sound system culture in England. Veal states that Dub was used by sound systems 
as background for deejaying. Indeed, Dub music and live deejaying were key aspects of the sound 
system performance during the 1970s and 1980s. The ‘Reggae in Britain’ chapter of the Rough guide 
to Reggae by authors Barrow and Dalton (2004) offers a helpful insight into the history of sound 
systems in Britain. The chapter describes the significance of Rastafarian ideology for second-
generation black youths. This influence was evident in the number of roots reggae bands and roots & 
culture sound systems that emerged in many inner-city communities during the 1970s.  
 
Musicological studies from scholars in the Caribbean, North America and mainland Europe highlight 
the aesthetic values attached to certain aspects of the sound system performance. Chamberlain (2010) 
explores the evolution of the Jamaican dubplate. He explains that a dubplate is a custom recording of 
an existing song that includes the name of the sound and its selectors (p.25). Chamberlain argues that 
there is a ‘dubplate genealogy’ which spans from the 1950s through to the 1980s. Live deejay 
performances progressed to the ‘riddim plus artist’ format of the modern-day era. Chamberlain 
describes the modern sound clash era as ‘killing style’ dubplates and suggests that they reflect the 
‘aggressive nature of sound system competition’ (p.26).  Ramstedt (2015) examines how dubplate 
specials are produced, circulated and valued within international sound system culture. Her study 
presents an analysis of a dubplate special commissioned for a sound system based in Finland. Manuel 
and Marshall (2006) explores the aesthetics of the riddim method prevalent within Jamaican dancehall 
music since the late 1980s. They examine the emergence of ‘re-lick’ producers and the ‘riddim-plus-
voicing’ process which was developed on Jamaican sound systems. Other contributions from Baek 
(2005) and Gardner (2003) highlight the international appropriation of sound system culture in 
Europe, Asia, USA and Africa. For example, the former world sound clash champions ‘Mighty 
Crown Sound System’ hail from Japan. These musicological studies are not directly relevant to my 
study as my focus is on sound systems in Britain. They are, however, useful as they show how sound 
system aesthetics influences the wider popular music studies discipline.  
 
Studies such as Hutton (2007) offer insight into the first generation of Jamaican sound system 
operators and DJs during the 1950/60s. Hutton describes Kingston as the ‘mecca of the sound system’ 
and it was indeed the epicentre for the development of the culture in the early years. Hutton offers a 
sociological analysis of the significance of the period’s pioneering sound men such as Tom the Great 
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Sebastian, Duke Reid, Coxsone Dodd and DJs such as Count Machuki, King Stitt and U Roy. 
According to Hutton, even in the infancy stages of sound system culture, the role of the deejay/DJ 
(selector) carried significant aesthetic value within the sound system performance. Hutton believes 
that the DJ was a key “ontological figure and agency in the operation of the sound system as art” 
(Hutton, 2007, p.17). 
 
Lloyd Bradley’s Bass Culture (2001) gives a comprehensive history of the origins of sound systems in 
Jamaica from its inception in the 1950s. Bradley describes how the early sound system owners, who 
in many cases were also record producers, helped to drive the Jamaican music industry. Bradley also 
discusses the influence of pioneering sound men in Britain such as Duke Vin and the second wave of 
sounds who were inspired by them such as Sir Coxsone. In ‘Sounds Like London’ published in 2013, 
Bradley discusses the emergence of a new wave of younger sound system owners in the late 1970s/ 
early 1980s and the new DJ style that accompanied them. At the forefront of this new movement was 
Saxon Sound from Lewisham (south London) with their crew of singers and DJs who pioneered ‘fast 
style’ Deejaying. He also mentions the emergence of soul sounds such as Mastermind and Soul II 
Soul. These sound systems played a range of different music such as soul, r&b, funk and rap. Their 
varied music selection reflected the multi-ethnic cultural mix of the people who attended their events.    
 
In a study titled Black culture, White youth Simon Jones traces the development of sound system 
culture back to its African Caribbean roots. He argues that British sound systems were a pillar in the 
black community; an alternative space for recreation as well as being a refuge from the hostile white 
society (Jones, 1988, p.35). He suggests that they served as an important space for ‘survival 
strategies’ and a source of additional income (p.39). Jones states that in the early 1970s there was a 
transition in sound system culture towards African themes in the music as many black youths were 
influenced by the cultural message of Rastafari. As the title of the book suggests, Jones had a 
particular interest in how white youth engaged with these sub-cultures and how this affected race 
relations in post war Britain. In the second half of his book, Jones carries out an ethnographic study in 
Birmingham, England which explores the experiences of young white people who had had ‘intimate 
and widespread interracial contact’ with black culture in the form of reggae sound system dances (p. 
xxv).    
 
Technology: 
Jones (1995) argues that sound systems reproduce and re-formulate cultural space through music, 
social practices and technology. The study builds on the findings from Jones (1988) but the emphasis 
is directed towards the sound system performance and the technological innovations of the sound 
system set. Jones offers the following technological definition of a sound system: 
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Sound systems entailed the customizing of technologies, such as amplifiers, speakers, 
turntables and pre-mixers, to perform specific functions. These processes involved the 
application of informal technical and practical knowledge such as carpentry and 
electronics…Eighteen-inch speakers were housed in purpose-built wardrobe-sized cabinets in 
sets of four or six. Treble, mid-range and bass frequencies were separated and channelled into 
separate speaker systems for each frequency range, in a vastly expanded version of the 
domestic hi-fi system of woofer, mid-range and tweeter (Jones, 1995, p.3)  
 
The separation of sound frequencies (bass, mid-range and treble) is a fundamental principle within 
sound system technology and is discussed in further detail by Henriques (2011) and Huxtable (2014). 
The dubbing of recorded music live through various electronic effects, now a common practice in DJ 
culture, was originated in the reggae sound system performance (Jones, 1995, p.5).   
 
Paul Huxtable’s book Sound System Culture: Celebrating Huddersfield's Sound Systems, was 
published in 2014. The book offers a helpful history into the development of sound systems in the 
UK. Huxtable (2014) argues that craft technology played a significant role in the development of 
sound systems in Britain. The adaption of hi fi technology as mentioned by Jones (1995) is a recurring 
theme in Huxtable’s account (Huxtable, 2014, p.48). He goes into great detail regarding the craft 
technology of sound systems from the 1960s to the 1980s. This area is clearly his forte: 
  
The earliest custom-built sound systems were relatively simple set-ups...the basics would 
consist of a record deck, an amplifier and a speaker. The record deck would be a Gerrard, 
well-built, British-made deck able to stand a lot of bass vibration… Wattages were lower 
back then. Although it doesn’t sound like much today, in the 1960s a 50-watt amplifier was 
powerful, as the speakers were much more sensitive. Back then, 50 watts was enough to 
entertain people in a community hall (Huxtable, 2014, p.48) 
 
He explains that the ‘Goodmans’ 15” loudspeaker was favoured by sound men as it was a “quality 
British-built driver with a clear tone and a good bass output” and describes the amplifier as the “brain 
and muscle” for any sound system during this period (p.51).  Huxtable then gives a detailed historical 
account of the role that Huddersfield played in the development of UK sound system culture. The oral 
accounts of Huddersfield’s leading sound men are interwoven within the historical narrative 
throughout the book. Huxtable believes that the close of the 1990s decade marked the end of what he 
describes as the ' golden age' of UK sound systems. Huxtable does, however mention a new wave of 
roots sound systems formed post-1990s, such as ‘Iration Steppas’ from Leeds, who play digitally 
produced roots music. He suggests that the sound systems from the UK have inspired a new 
movement of roots sound systems in mainland Europe. Reggae sound system festivals in the UK, 
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France, Holland and Germany host big sound systems and attract significantly large audiences. 
Interestingly, Huxtable makes no mention of the post-1990s dancehall sound systems which emerged 
out of the Huddersfield area such as ‘Little Sample’.  
 
In Scientist of Sound: Portraits of a UK Reggae Sound System published in 2018, authors Simon 
Jones and Paul Pinnock present a written documentary of sound systems in Britain from 1955 to 1985. 
The book also presents an oral history of the Scientist sound system from Birmingham, prominent in 
the 1980s. It features oral accounts from the members (Paul Pinnock aka ‘Robbo Dread’ being one of 
the founders) as well as photographs and other artefacts. Jones and Pinnock describe the importance 
of sound system craft technologies during the late 1970s/early 1980s. The equipment was adapted and 
modified to fit the aesthetics of sound system acoustics. Turntables were encased in sponges which 
acted as shock absorbers to mitigate the bass vibrations. Jones describes the aesthetic significance of 
custom-built components: “Pre-amps…enabled the audio signal to be split into the three major sound 
frequencies of bass, mid-range and treble. Pre-amps worked in conjunction with the crossover unites 
and amps to channel each sound frequency into its own dedicated speaker system in the form of 18” 
woofers, mid-range speakers and tweeters” (Jones, 2018, p.17) 
 
During the 1970s, speakers were housed in large wardrobe sized cabinets capable of carrying two or 
even four 18” drivers in one box; these were known as ‘quad boxes’. During the 1980s they were 
replaced by the ‘scoop’ design which housed a single 18 “driver (p.22). Technical engineering skills 
were developed through a combination of experimentation and formal study. Jones suggests that there 
were issues of gender hierarchy within sound system culture, especially in the area of craft 
technologies. He states: 
 
While there were a handful of all-female sound systems operating in the early 1980s, and 
women certainly occupied positions of power, as promoters and organisers of dances, it was 
rare for women to be engineers, operators or selectors. These were defined ‘male’ roles 
through patriarchal ideologies which articulated masculinity with technical expertise, and 
which limited women’s participation in practices such as electrical engineering and 
woodwork (Jones, 2018, p.36) 
 
Jones discusses the artistic values associated with the sound system performance such as the art of 
mixing and ‘tuning the sound’. This process includes balancing the sound quality so that each main 
frequency is clearly heard. A respectable sound system would want to avoid being labelled as a ‘drum 
pan’ or ‘tin pan’ by the crowd or opposition in a sound clash. Jones explains that this derogatory term 
refers to a system with an inferior sound quality which is tinny, distorted and unclear (p.83). 
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The studies by Jones (1995, 2018) and Huxtable (2014) are useful as they offer an insight into the 
technological importance of the UK sound systems during the 1970s and 1980s. The division of 
labour and multi-tasking ethic is closely linked to the maintenance of a large sound system. Both 
Huxtable and Jones describe the 70s/80s period with nostalgic fondness. Their narrative suggests that 
the range of practical skills and knowledge in carpentry, electrical engineering and sound acoustics 
may have diminished in modern sound system culture post-1990s. Whilst the technological 
perspective is insightful, for the purpose of my research project it may be too restrictive to use as a 
conceptual framework. Ramstedt (2015) discusses the “digitisation in dub plate recording and 
performance practices” (2015: p.37). Her study reflects the modern reality that many sound system 
selectors now play their music via CDs or MP3 files using digital software on a laptop.  
 
Summary 
The body of literature available on the study of sound systems reveal two overarching themes; culture 
and technology. All of the theoretical frameworks flow from these two perspectives. Studies by 
Hebdige (1987), Jones (1988), Rose (1994) and Back (1996) all explain how socio-cultural 
sensibilities inform how technology is manipulated and adapted to express the lived experience of 
black communities in America and Britain. This theory is put in the context of the triangular exchange 
of the Black Atlantic where sound systems are viewed, from a political perspective, as counter culture 
navigating issues of race and identity (Gilroy 1990, 1993, 2002). Henriques (2011), delves deeper into 
a philosophical perspective to explore a triangulation of wavebands. He suggests that sound systems 
enable a sonic way of understanding the world through vibrations. A significant portion of current 
literature covers the history and meaning of Jamaican dancehall and the role that sound systems have 
played in its development (Cooper 1993, 2004) (Hope 2000) (Stanley-Niaah 2009) (Stolzoff 2000). 
The remainder of studies generally describe either some aspect of the sound system performance or 
the significance of the sound system set. Studies such as Bradley (2001) and Barrow, S & Dalton, P. 
(2004) offer a descriptive account of the history of sound systems with the socio-cultural issues 
interweaved into the narrative.  
 
Gap in the literature 
The subject of religion has been covered in the literature with a particular focus on the influence of 
Rastafari. Studies such as Jones (1988), Gilroy (2002), Partridge (2010) and Henry (2006) all explain 
how the biblical teachings of the Rastafarian religion influenced a generation of black youth in Britain 
during the 1970s. Jamaican roots reggae music and pan- African ideology were evident in the political 
stance of the sound systems during that period of history. However, I would suggest that there 
remains a gap in the story regarding how religion has influenced the culture. None of the studies 
mentioned above explore the Christian perspective within sound system culture. Beckford (2006) does 
however offer a helpful introduction to the discussion between the black Christian experience in 
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Britain and the sound system dancehall space; both spheres represent symbols of counter culture 
within the black community. My research builds upon Beckford’s foundation as I attempt to show that 
there has been an engagement from as early as 1996, a full decade before Jesus Dub was published. 
The current literature would lead one to believe that there has never been any direct Christian 
engagement with sound system culture in Britain, however I propose an alternative history which 
would suggest otherwise. There is currently no literature available which focuses on Christian sound 
systems in Britain.  
 
Conceptual framework 
In this study I will be using a combination of theoretical frameworks available from existing literature 
to conceptually frame my research into the origins and functions of Christian sound systems in 
Britain. I am using the triangulation theory of wavebands suggested by Henriques (2011) in order to 
establish the function of a Christian sound system. Henrique’s theory of sonic bodies will allow me to 
explore the aesthetics of the sound system performance as well as the engineering/technological 
aspects. I would suggest that his theory along with Rose (1994) is adaptable and gives me a wider 
scope in analysing sound system technology in the modern digital age. I am viewing Christian sound 
systems in Britain through the perspective of ‘cultural continuity’ and as a type of ‘versioning’ as 
suggested by Back (1996) and Hebdige (1987). The first Christian sound system, Shekinah Sound 
Ministries, started in Birmingham, England and were influenced by British and Jamaican sound 
systems. Shekinah went on to inspire Christian sounds in other cities in England as well as America, 
Jamaica and Canada. I would suggest that in this way Christian sound systems can be viewed through 
a ‘Black Atlantic’ modality (Gilroy 1993). I would also suggest that to some extent Christian sound 
systems can also be viewed as ‘counter culture’. Theirs is a righteous cause, a struggle against the 
negative stereotypes about black music and sound system culture in general. 
 
Extensive research has shown that sound systems have been studied through the perspective of culture 
and technology. Scholars have interrogated text to show how sound systems provide a counter-
cultural voice for different audiences in their local settings. Different aspects of the sound system 
performance reveal an ideological tension or ‘hidden voice’ which is expressed freely in the 
alternative safe space of the dancehall. I suggest that this study will contribute to this body of 
literature by exploring the ‘versioning’ of sound system culture with Christianity through a Black 
Atlantic modality. In continuing the discussion started by Beckford (2006), I suggest that this essay 
will take significant steps towards identifying theological themes in the performance practices of 
Christian sound systems in Britain.   
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Methodology 
 
Case Study model 
For my research project I primarily used data from case studies to address my central research 
questions.  This approach is similar to the method employed by Henriques in Sonic Bodies (2011). 
Henriques highlighted the popular Jamaican sound system, Stone Love Movement, as an ‘exemplar’ 
of his sonic bodies theory (Henriques, 2011, p.3). He presents the experiences of the Stone Love 
members, as well as his own observations, in order to explore the three wavebands of sounding which 
are; material, corporeal and socio-cultural. In-depth interviews with members such as Winston ‘Wee-
Pow’ Powell (owner) and Horace McNeal (chief engineer) illustrate how cultural factors inform the 
use of technology within the cultural environment of downtown Kingston, Jamaica. I propose to 
borrow aspects of Henrique’s methodology by conducting similar case studies on Christian sound 
systems based in Britain with the purpose of exploring the cultural and theological outcomes.  
 
Interviews 
I interviewed Christian sound system members in order to explore their stories, opinions and 
experiences. My case studies focused on two premier Christian sound systems; Shekinah Sound 
Ministries (based in Birmingham) and His Majesty Sound System (based in London). The ‘semi 
standardized’ interview structure was used as proposed by Berg (2009: p.107). This approach enabled 
me to ask interviewees structured questions in a systematic order whilst also having the freedom to 
digress and probe further into interesting responses where appropriate (p.107). This particular 
interview style allowed me to go into greater details with my questioning, in order to explore the 
theological considerations which influenced the Christian sound system performance. A structured 
interview would have been too restrictive in this sense. 
 
Although there is content available online regarding Christian sound systems (pictures, event flyers, 
websites, blogs, social media sites), I felt that the long form interview was the most appropriate 
method of capturing the depth and detail behind the story of how the Christian sound system 
movement was started. Author Grant McCracken endorses its effectiveness as he comments: 
“The long interview is one of the most powerful methods in the qualitative armory. For certain 
descriptive and analytic purposes, no instrument of inquiry is more revealing. The method can take us 
into the mental world of the individual, to glimpse the categories and logic by which he or she sees 
the world” (McCracken, 1988, p.9) 
 
Qualitative interviews were the most appropriate method in attaining rich data from the participants 
directly involved in the Christian sound system movement. Given the fact the Christian sound system 
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is a subject area which has not been previously covered in academia, I felt that questionnaires would 
not be adequate to capture data in enough depth sufficient to assist me in my quest to discover 
theological and theoretical themes beneath the surface. Secondary data such as event flyers, 
photographs and audio recordings from events were used to supplement the interview data. 
Employing the case study research method enabled me to explore the similarities, differences and 
general themes that emerged from the interview data. I carried out two case studies as it allowed me to 
draw comparisons between the two different sound systems based in two different cities in England.  
 
Access plan 
As well as being the researcher of this project I am also a radio presenter, DJ and selector on a gospel 
sound system called ‘Radical Family’ based in London, England. Due to my involvement in gospel 
music, I already had a relationship with a number of gospel sound systems, DJs and radio presenters 
in the UK. These relationships enabled me to gain access to the research participants from Shekinah 
Sound Ministries and His Majesty’s Sound System without any major issues. I engaged my own 
experience during the research in a process of auto-ethnography whereby, I included my own voice 
with the other participants in relaying the story of Christian sound systems in Britain (Chang, 2008, 
p.49). Some qualitative researchers such as Adams, Jones, Ellis (2015), Denzil (2014) and Muncey 
(2014) foreground personal experience and personal narrative within the research design. I decided 
not take this approach as I wanted the voice of the participants to be the driving force of the narrative.   
 
I did, however, interweave my own experience into the research design process, in what Henry (2006) 
describes as the ‘insider view’. Although I had to contend with issues of subjectivity, I believe that my 
own perspective added to the richness of the narrative and contributed to an interesting exchange of 
ideas and ‘inter-change’ of views (Brinkmann & Kvale 2015, p.4). My experience as a radio presenter 
also allowed me to build good rapport within the interview situation and enabled me to facilitate a free 
flow of dialogue. Berg (2009) describes this process as the ‘dramaturgical interview’ model (p.130). 
 
My position as a practitioner and researcher caused me to consider on the reflexivity of my study. 
Thinking through the major themes of the project provoked me to pay attention to my own 
motivations, cultural location and perspective. As a selector in a gospel sound system, my decision to 
write about the story of the Christian sound system movement was motivated by a desire to see this 
unique phenomenon recognized and analysed within academia. There were two benefits of 
foregrounding the epistemological voice and experiences of the participants over and above my own. 
Firstly, the facts and experiences were relayed by people who were present at the very beginning of 
the movement. The first-hand testimony of the Shekinah members offers an historical perspective 
unique to their own lived experience as the pioneering Christian sound system of the 1990s. Whilst I 
could glean information from posters, pictures, audio and visual recordings, I believe that the personal 
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oral histories of the participants themselves adds invaluable depth to the data. Secondly, it allowed me 
the distance to offer a theological analysis from a scholarly perspective. Beadoin (2007, p.98) 
suggests that there is a ‘self-involving’ character in the study of religion and popular culture. This has 
certainly been the case in my own experience.  
 
There were clear benefits but also some challenges in my position as practitioner and researcher.  
Some of the positives were: (1) I was aware of the terms and colloquialisms used amongst the 
participants; (2) I was able to quickly gain trust and; (3) I was viewed as someone who was credible 
and knowledgeable on the subject matter. Conversely, some of the challenges included: (1) the need 
to carefully navigate the balance between researcher and practitioner; (2) managing my relationships 
with participants to ensure that research data was subjective and; (3) finding ways to ethically handle 
the perceived power relations between interviewer and respondent within the interview setting.  
 
 
Consideration of the research setting 
In order to address some of these potential challenges I set up pre-interview meetings with all 
participants where possible. These initial meetings (and subsequent interviews) took place in locations 
which were comfortable for participants. Locations included: their church, a restaurant, their home 
and their car. All initial contact was via telephone or a face to face meeting and was followed up by a 
formal email with full details about the research study. During my initial pre-interview meetings, I 
described my research project in detail and explained the ethics procedures. Participants signed 
consent forms and were given ‘participant information sheets’ as required by the Canterbury Christ 
Church University Research Ethics Committee. 
 
Data collection strategy 
In order to collect my data, I decided to record my research interviews using an audio digital recorder 
instead of taking paper notes as I felt that too much note taking would have impeded the flow of 
conversation. I met each participant on at least one occasion before the scheduled interview in order to 
explain the idea behind my proposed research project.  I felt that it was important to have a separate 
time allocated to offer full explanation in order to bring clarity on the type of interview that I was 
intending to carry out. The participants were familiar with me conducting interviews for radio 
broadcasts in a more journalistic setting. The pre-meetings were opportunities for me to clarify the 
context of the interviews and explain that the questions would be much more detailed and probing in 
nature. 
 
During the interviews I placed the audio digital recorder in the middle space between myself and the 
interviewee. There was one location where there was considerable background noise so I had to use 
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headphones to adjust the levels on the recording device during the interview. Fortunately, the 
interviewees were not affected by this interruption as they were familiar with the recording process. 
I was able to draw from my own experience, as a radio presenter, to ensure that there was a flow of 
conversation and full responses from interviewees. As the researcher and driver of the interview I 
attempted to apply various interview techniques such as conversational skills, active listening and the 
‘art of the second questions’ (Brinkmann & Kvale 2015, p.164). All interviews took place in relaxed 
environments and all participants were briefed before and after interviews took place. 
 
Descriptions of the sample 
Although there are more than two sound systems based in the UK, I selected Shekinah Sound 
Ministries and His Majesty Sound System (HMSS) because they fulfilled a number of criteria which 
were: (1)  they have been established for over ten years; (2) they own or previously owned a large 
sound system also referred to as a ‘set’ or the colloquial term ‘machine’ (comprising of scoop design 
loud speakers, amplifiers, pre-amps, crossovers and equalizers); (3) they have been involved in major 
outreach/ evangelism; and lastly (4) they have significant connections and influence in the gospel 
music scene within their perspective geographic locations. I will now explain the reasons for this 
purposive sampling approach (Silverman, 2014, p.61). 
 
The advantage of both sound systems being established for over ten years6 meant that the participants 
were able to offer an historical perspective on their journey. It offered opportunities to map out a 
chronology from the 1990s through to the present day. Secondly, the size of the sound system set was 
a consideration in the recruitment process as it opened up opportunities to explore the technological 
themes within sound system culture. Since the 1970s the size of sound systems has generally reduced 
over time due to lack of venues to play and storage. This is by no means the case across the board but 
there has been general acknowledgment that the cultural influence that large sound systems once held 
among black youth in the UK has declined compared to three or four decades ago.  The efficiency and 
convenience of powered speakers7 and modern audio equipment has resulted in a number of newer 
sound system owners and selectors now playing on smaller sets for their own functions and hiring a 
larger sound system for major venues and outdoor events. Both Shekinah and HMSS own a large set 
which has enabled them to accept all type of bookings; outdoor events, parks, carnivals as well as 
major indoor venues. The aesthetic look and set up of the traditional larger sound system, with a 
number of speaker boxes, opened the possibility of exploring the technological element of sound 
system culture. The acquisition, set-up, fine tuning and maintenance of powerful audio electronic 
                                                            
6 According to www.shekinahsoundministries.com Shekinah was conceived as a sound system ministry in 1996. 
According to www.hismajestysound.com HMSS was founded in 2001. 
 
7 Powered speakers (also known as ‘self-powered speakers’ or ‘active speakers’) are loud speakers that have 
built in amplifiers.   
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equipment provided fascinating lines of enquiry and discussion within the study. I was able to 
question whether audio engineering played any significant role in the Christian sound system 
performance in comparison to their non-Christian counterparts. Thirdly, with both sounds being 
involved in major outreach and evangelism it allowed for detailed dialogue regarding the theological 
considerations of the sound system performance. As a researcher, I was able to unpack the theological 
beliefs and convictions which inspired the participants to engage with sound system culture. Lastly, 
interviewing sound systems from different regions of the UK – Shekinah are based in Birmingham 
(considered north of England) and HMSS are based in London (considered south of England) – was 
useful as it offered a sociological perspective in regards to the area where they originated. Both 
sounds are now recognized names in the wider British gospel music scene. Part of the research 
process was exploring their relationships with gospel artists as well as other gospel DJs and sound 
systems.    
 
Interview questions 
Under the guidance of my supervisor, I extracted themes from my literature review in order to 
formulate my research interview questions. The main categories of my review were: Theory, Artistry 
and Technology. Within Theory, there were ideas such as ‘cultural continuity’ (Back 1996), 
‘versioning’ (Hebdige 1987), the ‘Black Atlantic’ (Gilroy 1993), ‘Sonic dominance’, ‘Sonic Bodies’ 
and ‘Embodiment theory’ (Henriques 2011 and 2003). Under Artistry the category, the focus was on 
the sociological function of sound systems and the aesthetics of the sound system performance. The 
Technology category was primarily concerned with the sound system set.  
 
I then summarized these concepts under two overarching categories; Culture and Technology. These 
categories then became my conceptual framework upon which I was able to draft questions and 
explore theological themes. I adapted a layered approach to my interview questions; beginning 
dialogue with surface level questions before transitioning into more probing inquiries.  
The central issue that my interview questions set out to address were how Christians engage their faith 
and artistry within the cultural context of sound systems; in other words, exploring the interface of 
theology with popular culture.  
 
My interview questions were initially split into four conceptual sub-categories: (1) Background – 
what? where? how? (2) Purpose & Vision – why? (3) Issues & Controversies – dancehall v church 
hall, negative associations; and (4) Theology – balance of faith and art. I then weaved the theoretical 
themes from the literature into the interview questions and categorized the order even further into five 
distinct areas of questioning: (1) Background, (2) Performance/Technology, (3) Issues/Controversies, 
(4) Embodiment Theory / Audience and (5) Theology.  
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The triangular waveband theory of sounding was useful as a foundation for my research questions as 
it enabled me to explore both the cultural and technological aspects of sound systems. I was able to 
explore whether or not the aesthetic sensibilities of sound system culture changed when transported 
into the Christian sound system performance.  
 
Data Analysis 
The interviews offered the most appropriate qualitative methodology to enable in-depth investigation 
concerning the origins of Christian sound systems in Britain. All interviews were transcribed from the 
audio recordings following the interviews. Although it was an arduous and time-consuming task, it 
enabled me to be mentally transported back to the experience of the interview and reminded me of the 
reasons why I asked certain questions and probed particular points.  
 
Once the interviews were transcribed, I used the coding method in order to identify key themes and 
organize the textual data. I then related the themes to existing literature and established theories. 
My research study followed the coding method as it enabled me to schematize my data from the 
transcripts (Bryman 2016, p.573). This analytic process allowed me to investigate Christian sound 
systems and sound system culture from a theological perspective. My attempt was to evaluate the 
findings from the data in light of the interface between theology and popular culture as expounded by 
Lynch (2005), Cobb (2005) and Beckford (2006). 
 
Rationale for Qualitative Data Analysis 
The approach that I selected for my data analysis was primarily thematic (Harding, 2013, p.4) as I set 
out to identify themes that would emerge from the data. My first major challenge was to reduce large 
volumes of interview data into smaller chunks where I could then describe and classify my findings 
(Dey, 1993, p.53). Following the completion of the transcription of the interviews I then started the 
first cycle of coding by adding key words on the side margins on the Microsoft Word documents for 
each interview transcript. For example, I would note words such as ‘engineer’, ‘selector’, ‘holy spirit’ 
and ‘family’. I also colour coded sections of the transcript loosely based on the area of questioning; 
‘General (personal, history)’ ‘Artistry’, ‘Theory’, ‘Technology’ and ‘Theology’. During the second 
phase of the analysis process I then grouped the coded phrases into themes based on the category of 
question. I plotted the phrases into a excel spreadsheet against its colour which then allowed me to 
identify patterns of similarities across the six respondents. After gathering the phrases for each 
respondent, I was then able to group their responses together across the main categories: ‘Artistry’, 
‘Theory’ etc. Based on my data analysis table I was then able to pick out similar themes and began to 
group the most dominant patterns together. [For example: under the ‘Artistry’ category a consistent 
theme was the issue of dubplates, all the comments on this subject where coded as ‘dubplates’. The 
comments under this code included the controversies, music selection and the missiological 
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justification of their use]. The other major themes to emerge from the data are explained in greater 
detail later in this thesis (Chapter 3b - Data Analysis). I found the coding method of data analysis 
most appropriate for my study as it allowed me to effectively synthesize dense interview data into a 
system that could be easily categorized (Saldana, 2016, p.9). 
 
Coding in relation to a theological aesthetics of the sound system 
In this instance when referring to a code it is in relation to qualitative research methods, not to be 
confused with a code or coding8 in the field of semiotics and cultural studies (Saldana, 2016, p.4). 
Elsewhere in the study (Chapter 3c – Reflections), I mention the semiotic controversies that can arise 
when cultural symbols are interpreted in different ways (see page 65). For the purpose of clarity, I will 
now explain my rationale of coding as it connects to my qualitive data analysis approach.  
 
In my study, the key points which related to a theological aesthetics of the sound system were 
grouped under three main codes. They are: ‘mission’, ‘sanctification of the set’ and ‘the work of the 
Holy Spirit’ (pneumatology). The theological themes that emerged from the interview transcripts were 
clustered around these main ideas. Based on the similarities in responses, I was able to correlate the 
quotes around the codes which I felt related to a particular type of theological aesthetic. I will now 
explain my rationale for each code.  
 
Firstly, mission is a driving force and key motivation of the Christian sound system set up. The MC 
uses the microphone to speak missiological statements to the audience. As well as engaging the crowd 
and embellishing the music selection, there is an expectation that the MC speaks a word to reach out 
to the unsaved as well as encouraging Christian believers. Where respondents spoke about the sound 
system playing in unconventional spaces (i.e.: outside of the church) or engaging in ‘outreach’ events, 
I would place their comments under this code. I believe that these themes highlight a type of 
missiological aesthetic.  
 
Secondly, the sanctification of the set referred primarily to the naming ritual of the sound system. The 
interview data revealed that both Shekinah and HMSS took the time to carefully consider a name that 
was fitting for the spiritual purpose of the sound system. The meaning of the names is significant and 
serve as an indication of their function. Where respondents mentioned the meaning of the sound 
system’s name and its identity, I placed their comments under this particular code. In chapter 2 of my 
study (‘Sound systems and the Christian deviation’) I list the names of a number of Christian sound 
systems in the UK both past and present (see page 44). It is noticeable that all the sound systems listed 
                                                            
8 The concept of ‘encoding’ and ‘decoding’ within the cultural studies field is further expounded in the work of 
Hall (2007). 
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possess names which imply a connection to the Christian faith or Christian mission. In this way the 
naming of the sound is part of the ritual of sanctification which I suggest is an important theological 
aesthetic. 
  
Lastly, the work of the Holy Spirit plays a significant role in the Christian sound system performance. 
The Holy Sprit is the driving force behind the missiological pursuits and desire to encourage and 
uplift the audience. Members spoke of the involvement of the Holy Spirit as the essential guide to 
ensure wisdom and discernment in a contentious and controversial cultural space. Also, the presence 
of the Spirt is important when encountering challenges. The MCs spoke of the need to worship God 
within a session and invoke the presence of the Holy Sprit within the sound system space. Statements 
made in this vein were placed within this code. These three codes signified the key aspects which I 
suggest represent the theological aesthetics of the Christian sound system performance.  
 
This chapter has established my qualitative methodology, in the next section I will set the 
musicological scene by exploring the black Christian music tradition in Britain.  
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Chapter 1:  
Black Christian Music in Britain 
 
Gospel sound systems operate within the wider context of gospel music in Britain. In this section of 
the thesis I will present a brief history of black British gospel with the purpose of using this 
musicological backdrop to position the development of Christian sound systems. I suggest that there 
are roughly four phases of gospel music in the UK, although in reality there are periods where there is 
some overlap as well as dormant and stagnant eras. In the context of this study, we will view the 
British gospel story as a loose grouping of four phases. I conclude the chapter by offering a brief 
review of the literature that focuses on black Christian music and survey two studies which focus in 
on the Christian Rap genre.  
 
Phase one 
The first period occurs from the 1950s through to the 1960s. This was the period of major 
immigration from the West Indies. Following World War Two, Britain announced a request for its 
colonial subjects to help rebuild the ‘mother country’ and many responded hoping for economic 
opportunity and a better life. This period is often associated with the landmark voyage of the SS 
Empire Windrush, which carried hopeful settlers from Jamaica to the Tilbury dock in June 1948 
(Phillips and Phillips 1998, p.59 – 61).  Author Steve Smith offers a comprehensive presentation of 
this history in his widely celebrated book, British Black Gospel: The Foundations of This Vibrant UK 
Sound published in 2009. Smith explains that the first generation of West Indian migrants travelled to 
England with ‘their faith and their music’ (Smith, 2009, p.44). In many Caribbean countries 
Christianity was the dominant religion. However, it has been stated that many early arrivals were not 
made to feel welcomed in the mainstream churches. For this reason, many West Indians set up their 
own worship groups, fellowships and congregations.  
 
Christian music of this period reflected the background and traditions of the Caribbean people that 
had established the first church fellowships in Britain. The style of worship was largely influenced 
from the Caribbean island that the congregations came from. The Pentecostal church tradition was 
characterized by a lively expression of worship but styles varied depending on the denomination and 
tradition. MacRobert (1989) suggests that the first-generation gospel groups such as the Singing 
Stuarts and Golden Chords ‘generally echoed styles of the Caribbean’ (MacRobert, 1989, p.443). 
 
Phase two 
The second phase began in the late 1960s and is characterised by a particularly strong influence from 
the American black gospel tradition. During the Civil Rights movement, it was the Negro Spirituals 
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and black gospel songs which were popular with black church congregations. The American Gospel 
music genre was a mix of blues and church music developed by Thomas Dorsey during the late 
1930s. By the 1960s gospel choir music was hugely influential with black Christians living in Britain. 
The feel of the choir music in Britain during this period conveyed a clear American sensibility in the 
sound. According Fletcher (2010, p.65) in larger churches it was not uncommon to have a full range 
of choirs; senior, junior, young people, children and Sunday school choirs. The younger bands of this 
period such as The Harminisors, Heavenly Hopes and Soul Seekers drew more heavily on the 
tradition of the US.  
 
By the early 1970s groups such as Children of the Kingdom (CK Band) and Kainos continued to 
reflect the sounds that they were hearing from American gospel artists such as Edwin Hawkins and 
Andrae Crouch (MacRobert 1989, p.443). Another group called ‘The Persuaders’, described by Steve 
Smith as a “British Gospel pioneer”, played a range of different styles but preferred to play reggae 
(Smith, 2009, p.93). Founding member, George Dyer describes the oppositions they faced for playing 
this particular genre, which surprised and disappointed him: 
“There were a number of people who were not happy when we played reggae music and some even 
decided to walk out of the service. I remember getting into a number of debates reminding people that 
Reggae was a part of their cultural heritage and that ignorance would rob them of this fact” (Smith 
2009, p.93) 
 
Phase three 
In the period from the mid-1970s into the 1980s gospel artists were increasingly drawing inspiration 
from their own black British experience which reflected in the artistic expression. Groups began to 
mix their Caribbean heritage with other influences such as American gospel and secular pop music 
genres such as funk. Fletcher (2010, p.70) describes this period in the early 1980s as an ‘explosion of 
activity’ among the youth within Black churches up and down the UK. Many British gospel choirs, 
bands, groups and soloists came to the fore during this period. Bands such as Paradise and Clarity 
began to infuse funk and reggae into their style of gospel. Although the foundation members of the 
black churches were largely Jamaican (alongside a number of other Caribbean islands) the use of 
reggae music was still scorned upon by many in the church for its ‘wordliness’. In 1979, gospel band 
Paradise controversially released a song called ‘Light of the World’ which was in a reggae Lovers 
Rock style. According to Broughton (1985) the music of Paradise possessed a ‘potent mix of gospel 
and funk’ that generated a huge following among young Christians during this period (p.144). The 
band made inroads into the secular arena and received national air play for their gospel funk song One 
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Mind, Two Hearts which reached the UK pop charts9. A number of other exceptional talents come out 
of the Black Church during this period. Names such as the Doyley Brothers, Juliet Fletcher, Paul 
Johnson (member of Paradise) and Lavine Hudson were prominent in the UK gospel circuit during the 
1970s and 1980s. The British gospel concert scene flourished with a number of highly regarded choirs 
such as the Majestic Singers, The Merrybell Choir and other outfits associated with the major 
Pentecostal church denominations such as the Church of God in Christ (COGIC) and New Testament 
Church of God (Broughton, 1985, p.146).  
 
Arguably the most recognized choir from that period, and still popular to this day, is the London 
Community Gospel Choir (LCGC) led by Bazil Meade. In 1984, LCGC entered the pop charts with 
their cross over hit ‘Fill My Cup’. Other groups such as The Inspirational Choir of the Pentecostal 
First-Born Church of the Living God, (‘Inspirational Choir’ for short) led by John Francis also 
experienced mainstream recognition. Throughout the 1990s, groups such as the Wades, Nu-Colours 
and solo artists such as Freddie Kofi were taking influences from different styles ranging from the 
traditional choir style to r&b, funk, soul and rap. Cultural mixing is a signifying factor in black British 
music and black Christian music is no exception. In the 1990s Artists like Watchman, Witness, 
Spanna, Ben Okafur and Tendai began to use reggae to communicate the gospel to a younger 
audience. Artists such as Witness and Watchman have been recognized for their social action and 
engagement in prison ministry (Fletcher 2010: p.71). The Choir format continued to thrive alongside 
the contemporary sound.  
 
At this juncture it is worth noting the significant influence that American contemporary gospel music 
has had on the development of gospel in the UK. What has become known as ‘contemporary gospel’ 
in America is essentially gospel fused with popular music styles of the time. Many young gospel 
artists in the US felt that by using the popular music genres that the masses enjoyed and understood, 
they would be able to reach those people with the message of the Gospel. Today artists such as Kirk 
Franklin and Mary Mary are household names among non-Christians as well as Christians for their 
modern style of gospel music. The influence of modern US contemporary gospel  acts as an 
underlying driving force of UK gospel into the fourth and final phase from the early 2000s. 
 
Phase four 
At the turn of the new millennium, the significance of large African led churches began to influence 
the sound of UK gospel. According Smith (2009): 
 
                                                            
9 The song peaked at number 42 during the year 1983: https://www.officialcharts.com/search/singles/one-mind,-
two-hearts/ 
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British Gospel groups such as Four Kornerz, G-Force, Muyiwa and Rivesongz are products of 
these African church environments which are creating a new sub-genre of British Gospel 
music. Whether they choose to sing Hop-hop, Rap, R&B or Funk, there is usually a strong 
element of West African-inspired rhythm in their sound and delivery (Smith, 2009, p.178) 
 
Today the eclectic mix of music in the UK is sometimes broadly described as ‘urban gospel’ 
(Dabydeen 2007: 193). Since the early 2000s there has been a British Christian artist or group creating 
gospel music in most of the popular music styles of the day. These genres have included r&b, rap, 
reggae, dancehall (‘ragga’), garage, funky house and afro beats. Today the urban gospel sound in 
Britain is very diverse. Young artists in the digital age such as Guvna B are using social media sites to 
market their music to a wide audience and spreading the gospel message in a language that is relevant 
to their peers. A number of Christian artists – ranging from major gospel choirs to garage/grime MCs 
– have received significant exposure in the mainstream music industry.  
 
Review of literature on gospel music 
There is a plethora of books, journals and articles available on the American expression. Darden 
(2004) charts the beginnings of gospel music from its African roots in the Spirituals, right up to the 
contemporary style of the 2000s era. There is also significant scholarly work done by Dyson (2004), 
Weekes (2005), Harold (2012) examining the socio-political issues related to contemporary gospel as 
well as its relationship with the Black Church and wider community. By comparison the literature 
available on British Gospel music is noticeably limited.   
 
Books by Broughton (1985), Smith (2009) and Odeniran (2014) offer a comprehensive description of 
the key figures and contributors to British gospel music from the Windrush era through to the 2000s. 
Scholarly work done Mckenzie (2009, 2014) offers critical analysis on the significance of Black 
British gospel music and its historical significance for the Black Church in the UK. Studies done by 
MacRobert (1989) and Reddie (2012) highlight British gospel acts that emerged from the Black 
Church during the 1970s and 1980s. The latter focused on the contribution of The New Testament 
Assembly church denomination. It is however, evident that there is clearly a lack of academic studies 
which specifically focus on British gospel especially when compared to the many texts available on 
American black gospel music, a point highlighted by McKenzie (2014). 
 
Aside from the main gospel music tradition, there is also a body of literature which investigates the 
issues that arise when Christian artists use music styles which are traditionally considered as secular.  
Author and academic, Garth Kasimu Baker-Fletcher, offers a critical analysis of Christian Rap music 
from a theological perspective. Baker-Flether uses two main themes as the parameters of his analysis; 
opacity and oppugnancy. Opacity is the ‘experience of oppressed persons to live with their 
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contradictory negativity and at the same time transform another reality’. Oppugnancy refers to 
resistance to embedded forms of oppression in society (Baker-Fletcher 2003, p.29-30).  His essay is 
based on an analysis of rap songs by Christian rappers under three overarching themes: ‘Homies’ (the 
neighborhoods where the rappers came from), ‘Da World’ (the environment causing people to sin) 
and ‘Da Streetz’ (the ghetto where black people need to survive and find hope). Baker-Fletcher 
presents a theology of gospel rap as he interrogates gospel rap lyrics in light of traditional theological 
concepts such as demonology, soteriology and missiology (Baker Fletcher 2003, p.44- 45). Whilst my 
study is not primarily concerned with the gospel rap sub-genre, Baker-Fletcher nonetheless offer a 
useful example of an effective methodology employed in analysing a black Christian art form from a 
theological perspective.  
 
Brady Goodwin, aka ‘Phanatik’ – part of the pioneering Christian rap group ‘The Cross Movement’ – 
addresses the tensions faced by Christian rappers in his book The Art of Christianity. Goodwin 
explores how Christian artists balance the issues that arise when their work is placed within a 
commercial setting. Goodwin’s approach to art (hip-hop) is as an ‘urban musical minister’. 
Commenting on his rap group he states: 
 
We made authentic, top-notch, East-coast Hip Hop music. And, at the same time, we stood 
for authentic, Christ-centred, Bible-based Christianity. There was no shame of the person of 
Jesus but, also, there was a certain pride in being young, urban Christians who were active in 
Hip Hop yet, still strongly connected to the people of God (Goodwin, 2013, p. iv) 
 
Goodwin defines art as the attempt to explore life’s deep ‘cultural questions’ of values, the central 
concern being; ‘what is worth reproducing?’ (Goodwin 2013, p.21). He defines ‘Christian art’ as that 
‘which accurately conveys a Christian message’; in other words, the answers to the central cultural 
questions are grounded in the Bible (p.35). Goodwin raises some interesting cultural points as he 
attempts to address an historical debate within the Christian Rap genre. The issues relate to whether or 
not Christians rappers should actually label themselves as ‘Christian rappers’.  Some rappers felt that 
the label ‘Christian rapper’ limited their ability to reach a wider audience. Goodwin suggests that the 
removal of the Christian title from the music whilst still communicating Christian beliefs could 
potentially cause confusion and concern among their core Christian fan base. In the context of our 
discussion on sound systems it will be interesting to investigate how these issues of ‘title’ and 
‘function’ play out when reviewing the Christian sound system movement in Britain.  
 
Summary: 
The brief history presented above sets out the musicological background and context of the 
emergence of the gospel sound system movement in the late 1990s. The first Christian sound system 
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is formed in the third phase of the history and represents a black British expression that is deeply 
rooted in the African Caribbean tradition. In the early days of Christian sound systems reggae music 
was the genre that was played, although selectors also played other genres of gospel such as r&b and 
rap. The early Christian sound systems purposefully set out to establish gospel reggae as a genre in its 
own right but they still opened their sound system to be a platform for Christian artists doing other 
genres. The cultural mixing of black British music is reflected in the various styles of urban gospel 
that is played on Christian sound systems in the twenty first century.  
 
The history was set out in this way as it highlights the Caribbean influence on the development of 
gospel music in Britain. As the phases move through the decades, we notice that different styles and 
influences have been incorporated. The phases served the purpose of emphasising the Caribbean 
heritage in black British gospel music. I believe it also shows that the ‘re-versioning’ process is also 
taking place within black British Christian music. Whilst the trajectory of UK gospel is clearly 
stylistically diverse, the phases illustrate that there is a clear Caribbean Pentecostal origin. By 
underlining these points, it further highlights the musicological factors that contribute to the Christian 
sound system movement in the 1990s. I would suggest that the origins of the Christian sound system 
mirror the origins and development of black Christian music in Britain. Both traditions have a 
Caribbean cultural heritage but still display an openness to engage with different styles and 
influences.   
 
The literature review shows how different musical influences began to change the sound of UK gospel 
within the third phase of the history. Studies such as Broughton (1985) and Smith (2009) explain how 
groups began to inflect different styles into their brand of gospel.  During this era, artists started to 
push the boundaries between secular pop and gospel. I would suggest that the Christian sound system 
was part of this tide as they were pushing the sacred/secular boundaries for the sake of ‘mission’. The 
studies by Baker-Fletcher (2003) and Goodwin (2013) highlight the tension that gospel artists face 
when engaging in the secular cultural space. The issues raised in the gospel rap genre are similar to 
the controversies in the Christian sound system scene. Baker-Fletcher’s essay indicates that there is 
something deeper happening in these engagements. His theological analysis suggests that the 
Christian rap genre was more than just mere Christian entertainment. I would suggest that Baker-
Fletcher’s contribution provides a useful template for my own exploration of the Christian sound 
system movement.  
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Chapter 2: 
Sound Systems and the Christian deviation: 
The Christian Sound System Movement 
 
“Behold I will do a new thing saith the Lord and it shall spring forth in the earth, come forth 
…Yea man dis ah di new ting, Shekinah Ministry ah di new ting, man come fi save all di 
rough and tuff ghetto youts dem, hear dis one yah…” 
 
- ‘New Ting’ by Barry Panton aka Spanna (1998, Shekinah Records) 
 
The epic biblical declaration in the opening line is taken from Isaiah chapter 43 and verse 19. It is the 
preface of the debut single called ‘New Ting’ by UK gospel artist ‘Spanna’. It was a gospel reggae 
track released on the Shekinah Record label in 1998. The introduction of the track heralded the arrival 
of a new style of ministry through the medium of gospel reggae music. The lyrics and message in the 
song aptly describe the new movement that had emerged out of Christendom and penetrated the sound 
system world in the late 1990s. This ‘new ting’ was a sound system called ‘Shekinah Sound 
Ministries’; a Christian sound that played only Christian music. 
 
The epoch of the Christian sound system movement begins with the inception of Shekinah Sound 
Ministries in 1996. This dynamic group of musical ministers had a passion and desire to share the 
Christian message through the medium of a sound system. Just like their secular counterparts, 
Shekinah had a sound system set complete with speaker boxes, amplifiers, equalizers, mixers and 
effects units. The selectors played the music to get the crowd moving and the MCs brought the 
musical ‘vibes’ on the microphone. According to its founder, Rico, what made Shekinah different 
from every other secular sound was the fact that it was focussed on outreach; their purpose was to 
“minister the good news of Jesus Christ”. They also provided a service for Christians who needed a 
DJ/ sound system for their wedding receptions and other social celebrations.  
 
As mentioned in my introduction, sound system culture has influenced different forms of popular 
music worldwide and even the production of modern professional PA equipment can be traced back to 
innovations in sound system technologies. There is a sixty plus year history of secular sound systems 
in Britain which has been covered at length by reggae historians, scholars and practitioners. Whilst 
there are a number of books, articles, papers and documentaries which examine the history of UK 
sound systems, there are no significant studies which cover the Christian sound systems. In this 
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section I will present a brief summary of sound systems in Britain from the 1950s to the present day. I 
will then present the untold story of the Christian sound system movement in Britain. 
 
A History of Sound systems in the UK 
The first generation of sound systems begins in the late 1950s with the first generation of Caribbean 
migrants seeking to establish alternative leisure spaces. The sound systems would play at private 
parties at the houses of friends and family members. These alternative leisure spaces were called 
‘blues parties’ or ‘shebeens’ (Bradley, 2001, p.116). It has been stated by Jones (1988, p.35) that the 
‘recreational function of the sound system was of particular importance in the British context as a 
refuge from a hostile and isolating white society’. Accounts from Hebdige (1987) and Bradley (2001) 
explore the sociological and musicological significance of pioneering sound men such as ‘Duke Vin’ 
and ‘Count Suckle’ who were part of the ‘Windrush’ generation (Phillips and Phillips 1998).  
 
The second generation commences in the early 1970s and is characterised by the influence of 
Rastafari ideology and ‘roots and culture’ music. Black youths became more politically engaged and 
conscious about their African roots. Sound systems such as ‘Jah Shaka’, ‘Sir Coxsone’, ‘Sufferer Hi 
Fi’, ‘King Tubbys’ and ‘Fatman’ reflected a transition into a more militant expression. The emergence 
of Dub music provided the backdrop for the Deejays to take a more prominent role in the sound 
system performance. During this second phase in the history, the actual sound system ‘set’ became 
larger (due to the large number of speaker boxes), more powerful and generally more technologically 
sophisticated. Sound systems were being established in all of the major cities where there was a 
significant black community. There were sound systems in London, Birmingham, Manchester, 
Huddersfield, Leeds, Nottingham, Bristol and many other towns and cities around the UK. My father 
was a teenager during the mid-1970s and grew up around the sound systems in west London. He 
informed me that there were sound systems “in every area” and in some cases “on every other street”. 
He also advised me that the big established sound systems in the area would have a ‘number 1 and a 
number 2’; the second wing of the sound was operated by the younger members of the team. My 
father (like countless other sound system enthusiasts of his generation) was a selector on his own 
sound system with local friends after serving his apprenticeship as a proud ‘box boy’ on the larger 
established sound system in the area.  
 
The third generation roughly begins in the early 1980s where each sound system was accompanied by 
an entourage of singers and Deejays. The dancehall continued to be the safe alternative space for 
black youths living in the inner cities of Britain. According to Henry (2006), sounds such as Saxon, 
Java, King Tubby’s, Unity, Ghetto-tone, V-Rocket, Frontline and Wassifa had become household 
names within the black community during this period (p.223).  Alongside the conscious message of 
Rastafari, there was also a rise in lyrics which were overtly sexual and at times violent in nature. This 
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style become known as ‘slackness’. The 1985 release of ‘Under me Sleng Teng’ by singer Jamaican 
Wayne Smith and producer Prince Jammys, ushered in a new era of keyboard driven computerised 
reggae instrumental beats (riddims). This genre became known as ‘reggae Dancehall’ and was later 
termed as ‘raggamuffin’ or simply ‘ragga’10 in the UK. The transition from the late 1980s into the 
early 1990s also saw the rise of ‘soul sounds’ playing different styles of music such as soul, disco, 
funk and rap.  
 
The fourth generation begins in the mid-1990s and it is the period where sound systems begin to lose 
its dominance as the primary voice of the black British youth. The influence of hip-hop culture meant 
that a lot of youngsters were no longer setting up traditional sound systems as they were in previous 
decades. The 90s/00s era of ‘sound clash’ relied less on live Deejay/MC performance and more on the 
calibre of dub plates a selector had in their ‘box’11. The dubplate ‘special’ is a popular song which is 
re-recorded by the artist to endorse the sound system (often times ridiculing the opposing sounds). 
Sound systems such as Saxon (from London) and Luv Injection (from Birmingham) have clashed 
with all the top international sounds such as Stone Love, Killamanjoro, Bass Odyssey (Jamaica) and 
Mighty Crown (Japan). As sound system culture moved into the new millennium, the technology 
developed and many sound systems transitioned from home-built systems to professional digital 
equipment. Vinyl records were replaced by CDs, which has now been replaced by digital mp3 files 
and laptops in the present day. The original custom-built sets of roots and culture sound systems such 
as ‘Jah Shaka’ and ‘Channel One’ have acquired a new generation of young Dub music fans in the 
UK and mainland Europe. In recent years there has also been a resurgence in original ‘foundation’ 
sounds from the 1970s and 1980s playing out on a regular basis with a younger generation of 
selectors.   
 
The Christian sound system Movement  
Shekinah Sound Ministries emerged in the fourth phase of sound system history in the UK.  
They stood alone as the first and only Christian sound system during the 1990s. In their position as 
pioneers they endured criticism from Christians who didn’t agree with the idea of the church mixing 
with the dancehall world. Some pastors would discourage their congregants from attending Shekinah 
events as it was deemed ‘too worldly’. Despite their challenges, Shekinah believed in their vision and 
held firm to their conviction that a sound system could be an effective tool for Christian ministry in 
the urban context. Their strong evangelistic passions drove them to put on outreach events in their 
                                                            
10 In the early 2000s this style was called ‘bashment’ 
11 The traditional sound systems played records which were transported in flight cases. A selector’s ‘box’ refers 
to the collection of music that they played at an event. Traditionally this would be in the format of vinyl records 
(7” or 12”) and dub plates (10”). Records were housed in a hard case record box for protection. Over the 
decades, with technological advancements, music can now be played in the format of CDs or digital mp3 files 
within a virtual folder on a laptop. Selectors will still refer to their collection of music as being in a ‘box’.   
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local community. As well as co-labouring with fellow gospel DJs from the UK, they also played 
alongside secular sound systems such as Stone Love from Jamaica and Luv Injection from their 
hometown, Birmingham in the UK. Shekinah have played at various carnivals, gospel concerts and 
other church celebrations. Shortly after starting the sound, Rico produced and released a number of 
gospel reggae artists on the Shekinah label including: Spanna, Michelle Christian and Singing D. 
Despite the challenges they faced in the early years, their perseverance as ‘the original Christian 
sound’ served as an encouragement for other gospel DJs and sound systems who subsequently started 
in later years.  
 
At the turn of the new millennium, more gospel sound systems were established in cities such as 
London, Nottingham, Bristol as well as Birmingham. One such outfit was a sound system based in 
London called ‘His Majesty Sound System’ (HMSS). The sound was formed in 2001/2002 by 
Christian rap ministers M.O.D; ‘Pilgrim’ and ‘E. Minor’ (now Pastors Robert and Efrem) alongside 
‘Redz’ (aka Redbeard). The mission was to share the Gospel of Jesus Christ through the medium of 
reggae music. The sound system came under the wider ‘Urban Mission ministry’ which had been 
active in music-based evangelism for some years before HMSS formed. Redz came from a reggae 
sound system background and soon the vision to build a gospel sound system was born. During the 
early 2000s HMSS produced gospel mix CDs which were given out freely at their outreach events and 
posted worldwide. They co-laboured with many gospel artists and gospel DJs at their outreach events 
at Notting Hill carnival, fittingly named ‘God corner’ as they set up their sound system on the corner 
of a street outside a church in the heart of the carnival during the August bank holiday weekend. 
HMSS have hosted a number of their own events such as ‘Dance Like David’ (a Christian party 
event) and ‘Gospel Reggae at the Golden Anchor’ (an outreach event at a pub).  
 
Both Shekinah and HMSS are respected by their secular peers in the sound system fraternity because 
of their professionalism, quality of sound, and Christian conviction. What made these sound systems 
different to their secular counterparts was their unashamed boldness in sharing the gospel message 
through the music and the ‘talk’ on the microphone. Today Christian sound systems can be found 
playing at many different functions including: carnivals, festivals, gospel music concerts, wedding 
receptions, birthday parties and christenings. They also have their own dub plates, usually a well-
known gospel song re-recorded over a popular reggae riddim. In the beginning, the initial focus was 
to promote gospel reggae music but today Christian sound systems play a range of different styles of 
‘urban gospel’. Apart from outreach events, there are also Christian party events where Christian 
sound system selectors may play on their own sound or plug their laptop or CD decks into a venue PA 
system. Some of the Christian sound systems past and present include: Ambassador Sound, Brothers 
in Christ, Divine Influence, Divinity, Good News Movements, Gospel Light Sound, Gospel  Xplosion 
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(GX) Squad, Kingdom Sound System, Messiah Sound, Radical Family, Revelation Sound, Shabach 
Ministry, Soulcure, Soul2Sole, and Third Dimension. 
 
On the surface it may appear that the gospel sound systems were merely offering a ‘Christian version’ 
of the secular sound system culture mentioned in the history. There is no denying that entertainment 
does play a part in the Christian sound system performance but I would suggest that something deeper 
is taking place beneath the surface. In the next section I will explore the ‘insider view’ of the Christian 
sound system movement through case studies on Shekinah Sound Ministries and His Majesty Sound 
System.  
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Chapter 3a: Case Studies  
 
Case study #1 
His Majesty Sound System - ‘The Jesus Sound’ 
(London) 
 
“But you see right now, His Majesty Sound System is going to juggle some tune throughout the night, 
we got artist, we’re gunna share throughout the night… that’s why we do this, to represent our Lord 
and saviour Jesus, simple, straight, what you’re seeing right now is the birth of a Christian sound 
system…” 
 
- DJ Redbeard aka ‘Redz’ (2005) 
- HMSS Launch, Catford Power League, London, 
 
“Tonight is your night, tonight is what you make of it, it is a place where you are able to worship 
God, now I wonder if we have anybody in here who believes in Jesus Christ? 
This is our night bredrin to rejoice in the Lord and worship the Lord, so if you wanna dance, you can 
dance like David danced…Selecta run di tune!” 
- Efrem (2005) 
- HMSS Launch, Catford Power League, London 
 
As a young selector in a gospel sound system, I was invited to ‘spin some tune’ for the launch of a 
new sound system called ‘His Majesty Sound System’ or ‘HMSS’ for short. The launch was in 2005 
and a number of gospel reggae artists performed on the night including Singing D, Tendai and Denis 
Mclean. I was part of a gospel sound system called ‘Radical Family’ and we were booked as the warm 
up DJs.  We played a 40-minute set at the beginning of the event; in sound system vernacular this is 
called the ‘early juggling’ or ‘early warm’ section. As I played my selection of gospel reggae CDs and 
people slowly filled the venue, there was a tangible sense of anticipation and curiosity in the air. For 
many people in the audience this was their first experience of a Christian sound system. This was a 
new experience for many of them and it was evident by the looks of surprise, excitement and 
bewilderment on their faces. It was a memorable evening and many gospel artists, DJs and sounds 
travelled from many parts of the UK to share in the occasion.  
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Personal reflections: 
I first connected with HMSS in 2004 at a gospel event organised as part of the ‘Camberwell gospel 
week’ in south London. HMSS were playing alongside another gospel outfit called ‘Brothers in 
Christ’ plus some other gospel DJs and guest international artists. At the time, I was a nineteen-year-
old selector who had started a gospel sound in northwest London a few years before in the year 2002. 
After meeting at the event, Redz and I began to exchange music and soon HMSS were inviting us to 
play at some of their events. We (in ‘Radical Family’) began to follow HMSS around London at their 
various private and public ‘playouts’ as well as their year to year outreach events at Notting Hill 
carnival. What was striking for us as a gospel sound who were younger in age was the sheer size of 
their sound system and their passion in proclaiming the Gospel message over the microphone. HMSS 
were a great encouragement to me and the other members of Radical Family. We built strong 
friendships with members of the sound over the years and we would often ‘reason’ (dialogue) on 
matters of faith, music as well as sound system equipment. 
  
Bio: 
Starting out in the early 2000s, HMSS have influenced and encouraged many gospel DJs, sounds and 
artists in the UK and abroad. In 2001/2002 Redbeard started to travel with MOD as their main DJ and 
this was the beginnings of what would eventually become a fully-fledged Christian sound system. The 
vision was to build a sound system which specialised in gospel reggae/dancehall music. Over the 
years HMSS became known for their quality sound system, energetic performances and impressive 
collection of gospel reggae music and dubplate specials. HMSS have presented a number of radio 
shows and continue to play out in the present day. 
 
Members past and present (not an exhaustive list): 
Efrem (E minor), Robert (Pilgrim), Redz (Redbeard), Colin ‘Fingers’, Marky G, Positive Blessed, 
Booma, Crazy Rick, among others.  
 
Interview participants: 
Erem (Efrem Buckle), Redz (Jason O’ Shea), Marky G (Mark Henry) 
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Case study #2 
Shekinah Sound Ministries - ‘The Original Christian Sound’ 
(Birmingham) 
 
 
Personal reflections: 
I first met members of Shekinah in 2005 at the launch of HMSS in London. Before then, I had only 
heard that there was a Christian sound system in Birmingham but had never experienced them in 
person. During the late 1990s my main involvement in gospel music was as a musician in my local 
church. As a fan of gospel music, I attended the local gospel concerts and listened to the gospel radio 
shows.  After starting our own sound system in 2002 as a group of ‘church kids’ in our teens and early 
twenties, we began to branch out and connect with other gospel DJs and artists from other parts of the 
country. Before meeting Shekinah, we had followed their radio show on Cross Rhythms radio and I 
already owned a number of their gospel reggae CDs. After meeting them and they found out that we 
were a ‘young gospel sound’ they would send us music and connect us with various artists. Just like 
HMSS, our engagement with the Shekinah members was always encouraging and inspirational. We 
were especially impressed with Spanna’s skills as a mic man, keeping the crowd entertained whilst 
also speaking solid biblical truths. I always looked forward to listening to their exclusive ‘dubplate 
specials’ from the late 90s/ early 00s era and it was equally fascinating to hear about their early 
experiences from the same period. In later years we have had opportunities to play alongside 
Shekinah at various gospel events.    
 
Bio: 
Shekinah started as a group of Christian rappers and ragga deejays during the mid-1990s.  
Founder, Rico, had come from the secular sound system world and had the vision to build a sound 
system with the purpose of evangelism. The idea was conceived in 1996 and by 1997 Shekinah were 
putting on their first events as a Christian sound system. Rico was the selector and Witness was the 
MC. Spanna then joined the group shortly after in 1997 and subsequently released his first single on 
the Shekinah record label in 1998. Miller joined not long after and together Miller and Spanna 
continue to play the sound at many outreach events as well as Christian functions. Over the years 
Shekinah have played alongside top international gospel artists such as Kirk Franklin, Stitchie, Mary 
Mary and Chevelle Franklyn. Shekinah have developed a large following for their mid-week blessing 
radio show and continue to play out in the present day.  
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Members past and present (not an exhaustive list): 
Rico, Assassin, Witness, Spanna, Miller, Selector Mark, DJ Fitzroy, Singing D, bro. Keith among 
others.  
 
Interview participants: 
Rico (Rico Fogarty), Spanna (Barry Panton), Miller (Michael Miller) 
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Chapter 3b: 
Data Analysis - Findings 
 
In this chapter I will present the research data generated from the interviews that were conducted with 
the six participants. I will lay out the interview data in clusters under five major themes. These 
thematic categories mirror the layered approach of the research interviews. The themes explored are: 
(1) General background, (2) Performance/Artistry, (3) Technology, (4) Issues/controversies and (5) 
Faith & Art.  
 
(1.) Background 
There were two main sub-themes that emerged from this section; the participant’s personal journey 
and the vision for their respective Christian sound system. 
 
Personal journey: 
Participants spoke about their personal journey, background, experiences in sound systems and their 
general involvement in music. Five out of six participants came from a sound system background and 
had been members of a secular sound system before becoming a Christian. Participants were either 
following a sound, serving an apprenticeship as a ‘box boy’ or starting their own sound during the 
period from the late 1970s through to the early 1990s. Participants were introduced to music through 
family or close friends. There was a common theme of participants watching, following and listening 
to the established sounds in their local area (London or Birmingham) before ‘coming of age’ and 
being able to start their own sound system with their peers.  
 
Efrem, founding member of His Majesty Sound System was not interested in reggae or sound systems 
even though he was exposed to the culture through family. Efrem grew up in church and was active in 
various areas within the church such as playing instruments and singing in junior choir. Efrem went 
into music ministry in adulthood as a gospel rapper. His artist name was ‘E-Minor’ and was part of 
‘M.O.D’ together with fellow rapper ‘Pilgrim’. Efrem’s background is similar to my own as I too 
grew up in church so I did not have the natural inclination or particular desire to set up a sound system 
in the traditional sense. My introduction to sound systems came through the experiences and oral 
histories of my parents and uncles12 in the family who had come from that background in the 1970s 
and 1980s.  
                                                            
12 Members of my family were part of ‘Java Nuclear Power’ sound system hailing from north west London. 
They were considered as one of the top sound systems in England during the 1980s dancehall era. 
https://onelovefestival.co.uk/artists/java-nuclear-power/ 
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Apart from Efrem, there was a clear sense among the other participants that sound system culture 
played a significant role in their lives prior to becoming a Christian. Some participants stated that their 
family members owned sound systems or worked within record pressing plants. Participants spoke 
about their parent’s music collection being the central focus of the family entertainment. Some 
participants spoke of their experience growing up in inner city Britain during the late 1970s/early 
1980s and commented that sound systems were a black voice which helped to shape their identity 
during a hostile point in history for many black youths. Participants also spoke of the positive 
messages of the ‘Roots and Culture’ era during the 1970s.  
 
Members commented on their conversion to Christianity and how described how they came to join 
their respective gospel sound systems. At least half of the participants who had come from a sound 
system background were initially hesitant to go back into the sound system arena. Each participant 
described how their Christian conversion/ baptism was followed by consistent Bible study, prayer, 
Godly council and accountability. An emphasis on knowing the Bible and being able to apply 
scriptures was a reoccurring theme throughout the interviews. Participants described a reliance on the 
words of scripture for all aspects of life, including the sound system performance.  
 
Vision for the sound: 
Participants explained the vision for the sound. Rico, founder of Shekinah Sound Ministries, 
commented that the purpose and vision for the sound was two-fold. Firstly, to provide a music service 
for Christians. He was surprised to find out that Christians who were getting married were booking his 
un-saved friends to play at their wedding reception. Rico saw the need for a Christian alternative. The 
second reason was to reach out to the unsaved, preaching the gospel in a language that the audience 
would understand. All participants echoed these sentiments and the data showed that both sounds saw 
this ‘language’ as being reggae music. Participants conveyed a strong sense of mission, zeal and 
conviction to use the sound system to reach out to the ‘lost’ (non-Christians).  Their vision was to set 
up a specifically gospel reggae sound system, providing a Christian alternative for those who 
preferred the genre of reggae music.  
 
(2.) Performance/ Artistry: 
There were three clearly defined themes that resonated from this section of the data: the roles in the 
sound system performance, the music played and the audience. 
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Roles in the Christian sound system performance: 
Participants stated that roles within their Christian sound system included; MC (mic chatter), 
selector/DJ, Operator, Engineer and Van Driver. Members of Shekinah and HMSS stated that roles 
were largely shared and everyone “lift speaker box”. There was no evidence of a definitive 
demarcation of roles, hierarchy or division of labour. Efrem commented that there was a conscious 
effort to ensure that Christian ethics, such as servitude, were at the forefront of not only what was 
done by how it was done.  
 
A quite striking pattern that emerged from the qualitative interview data was the emphasis placed on 
the role of the MC and the importance of the spoken word. Participants stressed the importance of the 
MC being able to use the word of God (the Bible) to transmit a message to the audience that would 
“feed them spiritually”. Participants described the sound system as a ‘pulpit’ that should be guarded 
like a preacher would guard his pulpit and “not let anyone come take the mic whilst he is preaching a 
sermon” (Miller). 
 
More than one participant described the role of the MC as being akin to a preacher behind a pulpit in 
church. An MC needed to be skilled in connecting with a crowd but also knowledgeable in the Bible 
in order to effectively communicate the Gospel message. Spanna commented: “as there was less 
music in the early days, I think we had more chat… you had to”.  The selector/DJ also had to be 
skilled in their role of playing the music (‘selection’) to ‘build the vibes’ and create the appropriate 
atmosphere. The MC and selector had to work in tandem to deliver a performance that was 
captivating, entertaining but also spiritually uplifting. The engineer’s role was also mentioned but I 
will discuss those findings under the ‘Technology’ grouping.  
 
Gospel Music: 
Another major aspect of the sound system performance is the music played which is the primary 
responsibility of the selector. Both Shekinah and HMSS set out to play predominately reggae in the 
early days of starting their sound system. Rico stated that there was not enough gospel reggae being 
released so he ventured into putting out gospel reggae songs as he had previous experience of putting 
productions together in the studio. Shekinah also started to voice dubplates; recording worship songs 
on well-known secular riddims, as a way of building up their catalogue of gospel reggae. Members of 
HMSS explained that they also started to voice dubplates for the same reasons. I will discuss 
dubplates in greater detail under section four but the main point to be noted here is that the Christian 
sound systems had a desire to play mainly reggae gospel in the early days but the catalogue was 
scarce. Spanna and Miller described the music that they play on the sound as ‘urban gospel music’. 
Redz commented that over the years there has been an increase in the amount of music available in 
different styles. He stated that “there is enough gospel music to keep a mixed crowd, saved or 
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unsaved, entertained and engaged”. Even though the selectors play styles such as gospel afro beats, 
gospel r&b and gospel rap, it was clear that both sound systems have a natural inclination towards 
gospel reggae music. The selectors explained that in the early days they played reggae songs by non-
Christian artists if they spoke about ‘Jah’ (God) as there was so few gospel reggae songs to choose 
from.   
 
Audience 
Interactions with the audience is an important aspect of the Christian sound system performance; 
Miller describes this process as “taking a vibe off the people”. In that way the MC and selector can 
feed off the crowd. This is where the skill of the selector becomes so important as they need to be able 
to read the audience. African cultural traits such as ‘call and response’ are employed which encourage 
input from the audience to determine what style is played next or which topic the MC would speak 
about on the microphone.   
 
(3.) Technology 
This section of the research data covers the technological aspects of the sound system performance. 
The three themes that became apparent were: the importance of sound quality, the role of the engineer 
and the function of the sound system ‘set’. 
 
Sound quality  
When Rico founded Shekinah sound in 1996, he did not have a big ‘set’ of equipment at his disposal 
so he would hire a friend’s set to play out.  Rico and the rest of the Shekinah members believed it was 
necessary to invest in more updated equipment (equalizers, crossovers, amplifiers and scoop bin 
speakers). Redz, Efrem and Marky G of HMSS described how they went through the same process of 
updating the quality of their sound and increasing its size. Miller explained that sound quality was 
important in the sound system performance as it was crucial that the audience could clearly hear the 
music and spoken word. He quoted Romans 10:17 as the rationale for their perspective: “So then faith 
cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of God” (The Holy Bible, KJV). Miller believed that the 
sound should be pleasing to the ear so that people would draw closer to listen to the lyrics in the 
music. Redz believed that a high-quality sound system would cause non-Christians to pay attention to 
the sound which would then create opportunity for them to listen to the messages in the songs. Within 
sound system culture a large powerful sound system is sometimes described as a ‘machine’. 
Participants explained that a poor-quality sound system was called a ‘tin pan’ or ‘drum pan’. The 
engineers were passionate about representing the sound in the best possible way, playing with the best 
possible audio quality. Rico commented that sound quality was important as the sound was essentially 
“representing God”.  
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Role of the Engineer 
The role of the engineer is to ensure that the set is sounding the best it could sound. Miller stated that 
he went through a process of fine tuning, testing, stringing up and re-wiring to ensure that the sound 
system is playing clearly. Redz stated that at its peak HMSS was running ‘six way’ which was “sub, 
bass, low mid, high mid, tops and bullet pan dat”. Both Redz and Miller stated that poor quality music 
productions would often be exposed on the big sound system set. It was clear from the responses that 
the technicians in HMSS and Shekinah are highly skilled, knowledgeable and experienced in the art 
of sound system engineering. 
 
The Function of the Sound System Set 
Redz believed that the set served a dual purpose of firstly glorifying God and secondly ‘honouring the 
culture of sound system’. Efrem stated that the increased sonic quality, richness of sound and audio 
clarity was a display of God’s wonderful creation in fashioning the ‘full spectrum in the frequencies 
of sound’.  
 
(4.) Issues/ Controversies 
There were two main controversies that were addressed in this section; criticism of the Christian 
sounds systems and the use of dubplates. 
 
Criticisms of gospel reggae and sound system culture 
Participants from Shekinah explained that they faced opposition from the church during the late 
1990s. Rico felt that it was such a new phenomenon that many pastors were simply fearful as they 
didn’t understand it. Some leaders would discourage their congregants from attending Shekinah 
events. Critics disowned the reggae genre believing that the medium could not be used to share the 
gospel. Rico commented on his surprise and disappointment at the time: 
 
“So I was thinking to do some reggae gospel, so the first record I think we did and it was the 
first time I put it on the Shekinah label, was a tune called ‘Majesty’. And we put it on what 
we call rub-a-dub one drop beat. The tune was mad. That was the humble beginning of it but 
what surprised me was being black and being from a Caribbean root I thought the church 
would have welcomed the idea of reggae music in gospel. But that was quite the opposite, we 
come against a lot of fight but that didn’t deter us” (Rico) 
 
Popular cultural art forms such as reggae music and sound system culture were viewed as worldly, 
sinful and ungodly. Shekinah was being viewed as ‘worldy’ mainly because they looked and sounded 
just like a secular dancehall sound system. Some believed that sound systems, particularly in the 
80s/90s ‘ragamuffin’ era, represented self-glorification and pride; traits that are clearly un-Christian.  
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Members recall how during events when setting up the Eighteen-inch speaker boxes or diming the 
lights it would cause concern and suspicion from Christians sceptical of this mixing of the church 
with the ‘world’. It was acknowledged that many Christians had simply not been exposed to sound 
system culture in such close proximity.  Some Christians would question if members of the sound 
were truly ‘saved’ (true believers). Spanna and Miller recalled how on one particular occasion they 
were actually called into a church to give their Christian testimony ahead of the event for which they 
were booked. Such was the suspicion and pressure from some congregants that the pastor deemed it 
necessary to make further enquiries and learn more about the ethos of the sound system before fully 
committing to the event:  
 
“So he summoned us to the church on a Sunday morning to give our testimonies. We gave 
our testimony. Now again, if you shy away or run away from these requests you have to 
question why you’re doing it... We found that when we gave our testimonies and we was 
bouncing off each other, we found the most stiff-necked people in the church were like ‘oh 
yes’. They were looking at us as if to say ‘oh so them a real Christian?’ Kinda like with 
disbelieve that we could look the way we looked and be giving the word of God” (Spanna) 
 
The Shekinah members welcomed these opportunities and commented that those particular play outs 
were often the most memorable. They spoke of winning over critics to the point of turning some into 
“reggae pastors”. Amongst the Shekinah members there was a clear sense of mandate and vision. 
They believed that God had called and prepared the team for the challenge that lay ahead. They 
believed in the vision of the sound system and on occasion were called to defend it, not behind the 
decks or on the mic, but through the word of their personal testimonies and biblical convictions.  
 
Shekinah were criticised for playing alongside secular sound systems such as ‘Luv Injection’ who 
were known as a ‘killing sound’ due to their involvement in the sound clash arena. In Rico’s vision to 
reach the unsaved, he invited secular sound system owners that he knew from his previous life in 
sound systems. Shekinah promoted many community dances/outreach events in response to knife and 
gun crime in the Birmingham area. At these events, secular sounds played alongside Shekinah as well 
as other Christian DJs. Rico stated that at one such event, the Shekinah team gave away one thousand 
Bibles and the audio from the event was broadcast on a local radio station every day for a week.  
 
HMSS, who started around 2001, faced a different experience to Shekinah. HMSS members 
commented that overall, they never experienced any explicit push back from Christians. Redz 
expressed his delight at converting many Christians who “never liked reggae music” into fans of the 
genre through the HMSS mix CDs and HMSS events. By the early 2000s, gospel reggae artists such 
as Watchman, Spanna, Witness and Gyamma had become recognisable names within the gospel 
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fraternity. Efrem commented that he experienced considerably more criticism as a Christian rapper in 
MOD during the mid to late 1990s. Efrem was criticised during that time for using a style of music 
which was seen as ungodly by the church. By the time that HMSS started in the early 2000s there was 
generally more acceptance of contemporary gospel music as a tool for urban ministry. Interestingly, 
Efrem expressed that it was the non-believers who were more suspicious and uncertain about the idea 
of a Christian sound system. There was a sense that secular audiences felt uncomfortable with 
Christians in the dancehall space. Efrem believed that some audiences held to the tradition that 
Christians should be in the church space (‘church hall’) and sound systems in the dancehall space 
(‘dancehall’). Redz commented that the layers of suspicion towards the idea of a Christian sound 
system was also connected to the negative perception of Christianity as a white oppressive religion. 
Redz is a white selector and stated that this added to the sense of surprise from some audiences when 
they encountered the sound. Despite some initial doubt, in most cases even the most spectacle 
spectators were won over to HMSS when they heard the music. 
 
Dubplates 
The second controversial area which emerged from the interviews was the use of dubplates in the 
Christian sound system performance. Both sounds spoke of the necessity and need to voice ‘worship 
dubs’; special recordings of praise and worship songs over well-known instrumental reggae versions 
(‘riddims’). However, the concept of dubplates in the modern sound clash era raises some challenges 
when ‘Christianised’ in the sphere of the Christian sound system performance. According Marky G, 
there were two phases of dubplates. The ‘original format’ was a pre-released record, usually a test 
pressing on acetate. It was a unique recording where the instrumentation was re-arranged and given a 
unique mix. Sound systems would be recognised for their unique dubs and audiences would often 
follow the sound system based on the exclusivity of their dub plate specials. Over time a second 
format developed whereby, sound systems then began to request artists to sing over a popular song, 
often on a different riddim and call their name in the dub. Marky G stated that the purpose was to ‘ID 
the sound’ and was a way of letting people know which sound was playing. Typically, dubplates in 
the second era would make bold claims about the sound system, expressing how great the sound was 
whilst ridiculing other sound systems as ‘tin pan, drum pan sound boys and selectors’. 
In the modern clash era (from the mid-90s), clashing sounds would have a collection of ‘war dubs’ 
used in competitions to musically ‘kill’ the opposing sound and make a name for themselves as the 
‘champion sound’. The fiercest dubplates in a selector’s arsenal would display a level of self-
glorification, pride and competition which would seem to be at odds with the Christian attributes of 
love, forgiveness, meekness and kindness. It could be argued that in this sense a Christian dubplate 
may seem like a contradiction of sorts.  
 
On this topic, Spanna conceded that there was no escaping being compared to the world, he states: 
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“A dubplate gotta have your name in it. You can’t have a dubplate without your name in it”.  
All participants agreed that ‘war’ dubs had no place within the Christian sound system performance as 
there was never any intention or desire to clash any other sound. It was agreed that by its very nature, 
a Christian sound system would not be considered as a ‘clashing sound’.  There was, however, 
agreement that having dubplate ‘specials’ were important in giving the sound system a unique edge, 
originality and credibility as a ‘big sound’. Indeed, participants expressed that exclusivity was an 
important factor in the Christian sound system performance as it was a way of attracting the attention 
of listeners and ensuring that they were captivating in their presentations. Dubplates hold a degree of 
aesthetic value which connects with both secular and Christian sound system listeners alike. Marky G 
stated that it was a HMSS dubplate mix CD that caught his ear before he became a Christian. This 
may indicate the justification for its use within the Christian sound system performance. Redz stated 
that dubs were not for competition but to ensure that HMSS were seen as ‘credible’ and ‘authentic’ 
among listeners familiar with sound system culture.   
 
The term ‘Worship dubs’ was used a number of times by participants in both sounds. The popular 
praise and worship songs recorded over the classic reggae riddims were esteemed for their aesthetic 
values. Both Shekinah and HMSS voiced (recorded) ‘brothers’ and ‘sisters’ they knew from their 
church as well as established artists. It was felt that the worship dubs served the function of setting an 
atmosphere of worship to God and ensured that the focus was directed towards the Lordship of Jesus 
Christ rather than the sonic brilliance of the sound system in question. The names of the sound system 
also played a contributing role in this process. Efrem conceded that he initially struggled with the 
concept of a dub plate as it appeared to promote self-glorification. However, over time and following 
various discussions with the team, he was reassured that the mention of the name of the sound, ‘His 
Majesty’s Sound system’, served as a “statement of intent”. That is to say, all glorification was to be 
directed to Jesus Christ; ‘His Majesty’. Rico stated that the worship dubs on reggae connected with 
Christians as it was different to what they were used to; the lyrics of the songs were universal and the 
reggae beat struck a chord with those who liked that style of music.  
 
Another area of controversy was the voicing of dubplates by singers and deejays who were not 
Christian artists. In the early years of Shekinah, Rico had voiced some secular artists such as Luciano 
and Terry Linen who were some of the most popular names in the reggae industry during the 1990s. 
Luciano is a popular Rastafarian artist, known as the ‘Messenger’ and Terry Linen was known for his 
hit love songs amongst a catalogue of some ‘conscious’ numbers. In contrast, HMSS committed to 
only voice dubplates from professing Christians. Redz commented that in the early days “they mixed 
it up with secular artists singing gospel” but once there was more gospel reggae music available there 
was then a commitment to only voice Christian artists to ensure that the Christian message was 
consistent. Rico stated that the dubs from secular artists singing Christian hymns over reggae riddims 
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were voiced for the intention of playing alongside secular sound systems in a secular environment. 
The rationale was that the audience would recognise the voice and so would be drawn to listen to the 
gospel message in the songs. Whilst there has been a fractured past between church hall and 
dancehall, in reality many of the top Jamaican reggae artists received their first introduction to music 
through a deep spiritual grounding in the Christian church. Rico stated that this was revealed through 
a number of conversations with Rastafarian artist Luciano whilst voicing Shekinah dubs. Rico stated 
that the secular artists on dub was specifically aimed at the unsaved audience rather than Christians.   
 
 
(5.) Faith and Art 
 
This area of the data explores the fundamental research question of how members of Shekinah and 
HMSS balance being Christians and ‘sound men’ at the same time. The data expounds on the tensions 
that arise when Christians embody both the church hall and the dancehall space. There are four main 
sub-themes which emerged from this category; the importance of discernment, Christian sound 
system as alternative space, faith driving artistry and Christianity in sound system culture.  
 
Discernment  
A consistent theme among all participants was the need for the Christian to exercise discernment and 
judgement when venturing into the dancehall space. A solid knowledge of the teachings of the Bible 
and reliance on the leading of the Holy Spirit were key factors in the Christian sound system being 
effective in the dancehall space. Spanna suggested that Christian sound system practitioners must 
exercise caution is deciding which cultural traits could be ‘switched’ or in other words ‘Christianised’. 
Spanna suggested that the listeners must bear witness to the music being played and the words 
proclaimed on the mic. Not every trait from the sound system culture is worth ‘switching’. Shekinah 
have played in a number of community dances alongside secular sound systems such as Luv Injection 
and Wassifa. There is a need to be selective when engaging in such events within the secular arena. 
Miller stated that the Shekinah members have to believe in the occasion and the title of the event 
before they would accept an invitation. The event and ethos must be in line with the Christian 
message.  
 
Participants coming from a secular sound system background were initially apprehensive to go back 
into that environment as new converts to Christianity. A strong foundation of Bible studies, prayer 
and reliance on the Holy Spirit were recommended before a Christian selector or MC ventured into 
the secular arena. Redz suggested that as a mature Christian he was comfortable to go into a secular 
environment as an “Ambassador of Christ” but suggested that it was better to go in numbers or with at 
least one other Christian brother or sister. Discernment and wisdom are needed to engage in the 
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secular dancehall space as the Christian is still engaged in a spiritual war between the flesh and the 
spirit. Galatians 5: 16 -17 states: “This I say then, walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfil the lust of 
the flesh. For the flesh lusteth against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh: and these are contrary 
the one to the other: so that ye cannot do the things that ye would.” (The Holy Bible, KJV) 
 
 
Christian sound system as alternative space 
The data revealed a consistent theme of faith driving a passion to reach the unsaved. This will be 
further elaborated in next the section but what is useful to note at this point is the idea that Christian 
sound systems provided an alternative space within the dancehall arena.  Spanna stated that part of the 
responsibility of the MC and selector is to ensure that the audience is “spiritually fed” as well as 
entertained. Participants viewed their sound as a genuine alternative to the vulgarity, violence and 
slackness that at times can be found in some secular music, be it reggae dancehall or any other genres 
played on a sound system. The Christian sound system provides a space where Christians can listen to 
gospel in styles such as reggae, dancehall, rap, r&b etc. Marky G stated that unsaved people 
gravitated to HMSS as a Christian sound system as it was a positive alternative to what he described 
as the “wary wary, clashy clashy” music (referring to ‘war dubs’). There was a clear sense among 
participants that the church should be reaching people where they are located, Efrem described this as 
the “Church leaving the building”.  
 
Faith driving artistry 
Members in both sounds expressed that their faith in Jesus Christ and the Great Commission to ‘make 
disciples of all men’ (Matthew 28:19) drives them to go into those spaces outside of the church to 
engage the community where they are located. Rico stated that faith in Christ affects the individual 
(Christian sound system member), this faith then comes out when they pick up the mic or when they 
select a tune. Faith drives the individual to come up with ideas to be ‘fishers of men’ (Matthew 4:19). 
It is Christ in the sound system members which creates that compassion to want to reach the lost. 
Jamaican patwa is the language used over the microphone at a sound system session as this is the 
preferred form of expression of the MC and it is viewed as the appropriate language in connecting 
with the audience. Rico believes that he is empowered by the Holy Spirit to operate effectively in the 
dancehall space:  
 
“It’s a different anointing because I’m talking to my people now in a language that I know 
they understand. So I’m talking raw now, boom, just like how we talk on road. So when they 
get that now it’s going straight, bam, straight into their heart…when I’m in a different 
environment, it’s a different anointing, like if I’m playing at a wedding it’s going to be more 
refined you know, but the message is still the same” (Rico) 
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Redz states that the engagement with sound system culture was driven by a desire to reach those 
outside the church: 
 
“That’s why it’s so important that if you’re going to reach someone with the gospel you do it 
in a palatable way. That’s all it is, that’s all that is has ever been. Communicating the gospel 
in a palatable way... We are reaching people who are the least reached… They know the 
gospel, they’ve grown up hearing it all day long…They have all this already, so we’re going 
to come with your culture, we need to come correct. That’s why it’s so vital” (Redz) 
 
Christianity in sound system culture 
Participants spoke of the tension that can arise when trying to navigate the dancehall space and having 
to contend with characteristics such as pride and self-glorification in the tradition of having to 
‘defend’ your sound. Within sound system culture members and ‘followers’ would defend their sound 
in a way that may be comparable to a football team. Efrem stated that HMSS had a desire to infuse 
Christ into the culture without distorting or ‘mis representing the culture’. Redz describes the 
incorporation of dub plates, scoop bin speakers and a big set as a way of “respecting sound system 
culture”. Efrem commented that when HMSS played at carnivals, outreaches and even weddings, 
non-Christians took notice that they were “culturally consistent” and even though they were 
Christians this “was not a cheap imitation or counterfeit”.  The Shekinah sound members spoke of 
similar experiences. Often secular sound men would look around their ‘amp rack’13and enquire about 
which amplifiers they were using. Spanna explained that: “even before knowing what you are about 
or hearing your speech, from the set-up of the equipment, other sound systems will automatically 
view you as ‘sound man’.  
 
There is a tension and confusion that can arise due to the fact that the Christian sound systems visibly 
and sonically appear to be the same as secular sound systems. If the conversion to Christianity results 
in ‘all things becoming new’ (2 Corinthians 5:17) it may leave the audience asking the question, what 
then is different about a Christian sound system? 
Rico believes that the difference is in the mind-set, which is then reflected in the performance. Rico 
states that within a secular sound system the focus is self-glorification; boasting about the greatness of 
the sound, be it their collection of music, sound quality, exclusivity of dub plates, history, influence, 
calibre of MC or roster of selectors. By contrast, the Christian sound system now boasts about Christ 
or Christ within the members. Hence the title ‘Christian sound system’ serves to indicate the function 
                                                            
13 A sound system amp rack is a hard case which houses the audio hardware which inlcudes the amplifiers, pre-
amp, cross over, equalizers, effects unit and samplers. Within sound system culture this unit is also called a 
‘control tower’  
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of the sound.  Rico stated that following conversion, the ‘Christian now does their work through the 
sound system’.  
 
This concept of the Christian doing his or her work within sound system space may lead one to 
naturally ask the question whether or not this then changes the Christian. Is there a potential for the 
Christian to ‘backslide’ into their sinful old lifestyle?  
Spanna stated that a Christian sound system practitioner – be they a selector, MC or engineer – must 
feel a strong sense of a calling and have a heart for God and the things of God in order to be bold as a 
Christian in a potentially hostile environment. Spanna and Miller believed that God could use any 
willing vessel to operate within the sound system arena; a background in sound system is not a 
requirement. Whilst it is acknowledged that there are aspects of sound system culture which are not 
conducive to the Christian lifestyle, it was agreed by all participants that sound system culture should 
not change the person. The focus should always be that which is pleasing to God as a priority. Miller 
stated that when Shekinah plays in a ‘community dance’ or before a secular audience, the 
environment does not change them:  
“We’re a gospel sound. We’ve only got gospel music in our box, we can’t change. If we go there and 
they say ‘Shekinah, ah your time’, we’re playing Jesus music…For the time they give us for twenty 
minutes or half hour we do our ting, we might lean up and take in a vibe or we might plug out and go 
because we’ve done what we went there to do” (Miller) 
 
The notion of the dancehall and church hall as two separate spaces was explored in detail as 
participants explained how they navigated these spaces in their everyday lives.  Miller described the 
sound system as “an extension of the church”; in that the message is the same, “Christ is the way to 
salvation”. In a church service, the preacher will usually speak on one topic, where as in a sound 
system session an MC can move through different topics simultaneously. Participants felt that their 
function within the dancehall space was to lift up the name of Christ and sow seeds in the hearts and 
minds of the audience. The Holy Spirit then does the work of conviction and saving.  
 
Christian sound members felt that their non-Christian peers within the sound system fraternity 
connected with them and found them more relatable. Marky G stated that the music and the sound 
system were often the ‘common denominator’ with the un-saved. It was a way to start conversation 
and for Christian sound system members to share their faith within that space. Members from HMSS 
and Shekinah felt that a person’s culture could be embraced as long as it did not conflict with their 
faith in Jesus Christ. Participants felt that being a Christian transcends the spaces that one embodies; 
‘whether at the supermarket, church, in the car or at a sound system event’. Redz felt that sound 
system was part of who is was as a Christian. These ideas will be further discussed in the theology 
chapter where I will highlight significant theological themes that emerge from the data.  
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The interview data above suggests that the Christian sound system function and performance is more 
than just a Christian form of entertainment. The spiritual sensibilities which motivated members to 
start their sound system reveals a deeper motivation underpinning their performance practice. In the 
next section I will offer some reflections on my research findings and compare the major themes to 
current literature. 
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Chapter 3c: 
Reflections 
 
In this section of the study, I will identify three major concepts that I believe encapsulate the 
overarching ideas that have surfaced from the research data. I will briefly discuss how these themes 
link with the theories and ideas within the current literature.  The major concepts covered are firstly 
black British religious expression, secondly the Christian sound system set and lastly the safeguarding 
of Christian spirituality within the dancehall space. To summarise the section, I suggest that there is a 
potential for the Christian sound system to develop a ‘social gospel’.  
 
Black British religious expression  
Participants grew up in either Birmingham or London during the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s. Five out of 
six participants stated that at least one of their parents came from the Caribbean. The sociological 
significance of music for the first generation of Caribbean migrants to the UK was reflected in the 
personal testimonies and life stories of the contributors. The appreciation of music and sound systems 
were passed down to them from older members of their family and community. Participants spoke of 
starting sound systems or following sound systems as young people with friends in their peer group. 
Reggae sound systems in this period held a significant place within the black community as a space 
for black British expression and recreation. British sociologist Les Back stated that the dancehall 
provided black young people a contact point ‘where experiences could be shared and history could be 
rewritten’ (Back 1996, p.211). Although white people were not excluded from the sound system 
space, there is a recognition that sound systems in the 1970s and 1980s were a ‘predominantly black 
social constituency’ (p.211).  
 
When the first Christian sound systems emerge in the late 1990s, it was mainly gospel reggae music 
that was played alongside gospel r&b and gospel rap from America. I would suggest that the data 
reveals a new form of black British expression influenced by Jamaican popular culture. This is 
evidence of what Gilroy (1993) describes as the ‘Black Atlantic’. It could be argued that Christian 
sound systems represent the religious dimension of the black British experience. It would appear that 
Christian sound systems continue the diasporan cycle and participate in the Black Atlantic cultural 
exchange. Scholars have critiqued Gilroy’s Black Atlantic theory for being too narrow in its scope 
and in effect shutting off Africa from the diasporan discussion (Williams, 2013, p.134). For this 
reason, the Black Atlantic theory does present some limitations as an effective model of analysis for 
this study.  
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In recent years, one of the dominant music styles of choice among black youths has been Afro-beats. 
Participants spoke of the need to have these styles in your ‘box’ as a selector. The theory of 
‘versioning’ as suggested by Hebdige (1987) offers a useful conceptual frame work in which to place 
this aspect of the findings. Hebdige argues that sound systems in Britain are part of the process of ‘cut 
n mix’; a constant ‘versioning’ and ‘re-versioning’ of cultural identity, stylistic influences, language 
and technology. This process is evident in British sound systems like Saxon with their MCs who 
originated the cockney - patwa ‘fast chat style’ of reggae (Bradley 2013, Gilroy 2002). The fast chat 
style then influenced music genres such as jungle, drum & bass, garage and grime. I would argue that 
Christian sound systems are simply a different expression of the same ‘cut n mix’ process. The only 
difference is that a religious dimension is also incorporated. To borrow a phrase from Beckford 
(2006) I would suggest that sound systems like Shekinah and HMSS represent a ‘Christian dub 
version’ of sound system culture in the UK.  
 
In the concept of ‘Worship dubs’ we find traditional hymns and church choruses ‘re-versioned’ and 
re-inserted over classic reggae and dancehall riddims. The Christian sound system dubplate blends 
Church hymnody into a mixing pot of cultural exchange with Jamaican musicology and sound system 
aesthetics. These dubplates are played alongside afro beats gospel, alongside gospel rap and 
contemporary r& b from America. The Christian sound systems in the UK represent a hybridity of 
influence and style. I would argue that they are part of the black British cycle of ‘re-versioning’.  
  
 
The Christian sound system set 
Participants from both sound systems stressed the importance of sonic quality and clarity. The 
immense voltage amplification generated by the high-quality audio equipment results in the sound 
system ‘machine’ pushing out sound waves that are not only heard but also felt in what has been 
described as ‘sonic dominance’ (Henriques 2003). Within the sound system performance, the 
engineer, selector and MC play significant roles. The engineer is responsible for ‘stringing up’14 and 
fine tuning the ‘set’ to ensure that the sound is reproducing ‘heaviness’ (low bass frequencies) and 
clarity (higher frequencies). The selector is responsible for reading the crowd and selecting the 
appropriate songs at the appropriate time. The MC is responsible for communicating with the 
audience through words that entertain but also leave spiritual messages for the audience to rejoice, 
reflect and ponder on whilst they dance to the rhythms. Within the ‘sonic bodies’ theory suggested by 
Henriques (2011), the audio engineer and the ‘set’ represent the material waveband, the selector 
represents the corporeal waveband and the MC reflects the sociocultural waveband.  
                                                            
14 In sound system vernacular, ‘stringing up’ is essentially the process of electrical wiring. This involves 
connecting the various electronic components together before linking them to the speakers.  
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The concept of sonic bodies states that embodied ‘ways of knowing’ is achieved through the 
wavebands of sounding. Henriques (2011) discusses the sonic logos as a way of knowing that is not 
based on the written or spoken (p.242). The research data suggests that the participants explicitly 
identify the Holy Spirit as that force which enables ‘ways of knowing’. In this way the sonic bodies 
theory is limited in answering these deeper theological concerns that I will discuss further in the next 
section. I would suggest, however, that Henrique’s concept of wavebands is a helpful way of 
categorising the different elements that make up the Christian sound system performance. Elements 
such as the ‘worship dubs’, gospel music, the sound system set and words from the MCs are all 
‘wavebands’ involved in the exchange between orality and technology. 
 
Studies such as Huxtable (2014) suggest that the ‘golden age’ of UK sound system technology ended 
in the 1990s. The interview data, however, shows that members of Shekinah and HMSS are highly 
skilled in audio engineering and are knowledgeable in selecting and sourcing the right components 
needed to reproduce the sound they want to hear (Henriques 2011: p.76). Members spoke of the sound 
system being a representation of Christians in the sound system space. There was a sense that even the 
audio equipment should be represented in the best way possible in order to show excellence when 
representing Christ and the Gospel. Shekinah members sometimes refer to themselves as the ‘God 
sound’ and equally members of HMSS have described their set up as the ‘Jesus Sound’. The emphasis 
placed on the technology of the sound system is with the intention to reach out to the unsaved as well 
as encouraging fellow Christian believers. I would suggest that this exchange of Christian orality and 
sound system technology within the Christian sound system performance could also be described as 
the theological expression of ‘techno-black cultural syncretism’ (Rose, 1994, p. 94).  
 
 
Christian spirituality within the dancehall space 
The ‘roots and culture’ era of the 1970s and early 1980s provided a safe alternative space where black 
youths were encouraged to be conscious and educated about their identity and history (Henry, 2012, 
p. 37). Much of the music was Bible based and the messages were driven by the philosophies of the 
Rastafarian religion. Some participants expressed a desire to re-introduce Bible-based spirituality into 
the dancehall space as an alternative to the negative messages of materialism, violence and slackness. 
Reflecting on this topic, Rico stated: 
 
“It’s the message, that’s where I’m coming from, it’s about the message. I’m making them 
know that through the music we can educate, edify, build up our community. Just like we did 
during the Rasta era. Most of us, the reason that we are still here, we’re not dead is because 
the music we were listening to during that era were Bible-based tunes anyway. ‘Roots and 
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Culture’ we call it them times there… there were so many tunes firing out them times there, 
so we in that generation were going to church really without even knowing it really because it 
was the word and it was uplifting…I understood then if we then use the same principle now 
and then use gospel music then as the message but use the vehicle, which is the reggae to get 
their attention and listen. It’s over and I’ve seen it to this day” (Rico) 
 
 Henry (2006) described deejay lyricism in the dancehall space during the 1970s and 1980s era as the 
‘hidden voice’ of the black British experience at the time. The research findings suggest that the 
sound system members view themselves as providing a Christian alternative of sound system culture 
for people who are looking for a change from the hardcore secular themes that are prevalent in the 
dancehall arena. It should however, be noted that in reality there is a constant interplay between 
‘culture’ and ‘slackness’ within sound system culture (Henry 2006: p.180).   
 
To refer back to Stuart Hall’s understanding of culture as a set of signifying codes, it could be argued 
that certain elements of sound system culture express a particular representational system and 
language (Hall 1997). If these cultural codes represent something that is negative, one may argue that 
this creates a contradiction when that same element is then ‘Christianised’. An example of this 
semiotic dilemma is the gun salute or flashing of the lighter as a sign of appreciation for a particular 
music selection; in sound system vernacular this is called a ‘forward’. The gun finger salute could be 
said to represent a ‘rude boy’ persona or glamorisation of gangsterism and violence. In another 
scenario, fans of the sound clash era may read a dubplate as representing self-glorification and 
‘bigging up yourself’. Christian sound system practitioners have to decide which cultural codes they 
can affectively ‘switch’ when communicating their message to avoid confusion or offence. Spanna 
believes that this task requires wisdom and skill to ensure that the audience bear witness to the 
spiritual message that the MC or selector is trying to convey. The narrative of the Christian sound 
system MC and the explicit references to Jesus in the gospel music that is played, suggest that the 
Christian sound systems are interested in portraying a specifically Christian spirituality in their 
performances. In this way, the gospel sound systems are creating a Christian alternative in the 
dancehall space, not unlike the roots and culture era of the past.  
 
Christian sound system as a form of social gospel 
Current literature shows that sound system culture also serves a socio-political function. Studies by 
Henry (2006), Chude-Sokei (1997) and Gilroy (1990) suggest that the sound system is a site of 
counter culture and alternative learning. I would propose that Christian sound systems have the 
potential to develop a type of ‘social gospel’.  There are glimpses of political and topical sensibilities 
in some of the gospel reggae recordings. In Spanna’s 1998 release ‘Mr. Blair’, the explicit socio-
political concerns were directed to the Labour prime minister in office at the time: 
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 Me ah tell Tony Blair from Shekinah,  
tek we advice pan law and order,  
put Jesus first pan the school agenda,  
employ decent religious teacher  
fi teach the youth dem one one bout the holy scripture,  
build more church and train more minister,  
and stop build the jail fi put we yout dem inna  
who a blame the parents when unnu inna power  
no tell me bout Tory or no Labour because ah God government the spanna ah vote for 
- ‘Mr Blair’ by Barry Panton aka Spanna (Shekinah Records,1998) 
 
The community efforts of the gospel sounds were only briefly mentioned in this essay because the 
primary aim was to understand the engagement between church hall and dancehall. Beckford (2006) 
suggests that an effective praxis should involve social action that ‘restores hope, engenders courage 
and challenges oppression’ (p.249). I would argue that Christian sound systems have the potential to 
engender such emancipatory attributes. Participants are active in community action within their local 
environment. Rico is the Founder of ‘Voice against Crime’, an organisation which attempts to tackle 
gun and knife crime. Efrem is a pastor who trains urban missionaries and is the director of an 
Independent School in London. Redz works with London City Mission and runs an initiative called 
‘Operation Forgiveness, as a response to knife crime. Other members of Shekinah and HMSS are 
involved in outreach, prison ministry and general social engagement in the wider community. Further 
research through the lens of black liberation theology may offer a deeper insight regarding the 
potential for a more visible praxis of Christian sound systems. 
 
The current literature shows that the sound system can play a significant socio-political function as a 
cultural voice for black British people. I have suggested that Christian sound systems have the 
potential to also share in this process by existing as a Christian alternative for all people in the local 
community. What is lacking from the current literature is a religious analysis which explores 
traditions outside of the Rastafarian experience. I suggest that there are theological themes behind 
what is taking place in the Christian sound system performance. In the next chapter I will dig deeper 
below the surface to offer a religious cultural analysis of gospel sound systems in Britain.  
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Chapter 4: 
A Theology of Christian Sound Systems 
 
 
“Do remember you know, if you deh yah and yu know seh you want mek that change and you no 
really hear no altar call, just remember seh, any Christian can usher you into the Kingdom of God. 
Amen?...So if you feel you wan mek dat change, just tap any Christian pan dem shoulder and say, you 
save? how you meet him? Dem will talk to you, testimony are run and just deal with it dah case deh, 
but trust me if you come without him, don’t leave without him, cah dis is a serious ting we ah deal 
with… anyway…Selecta Mark!”   
 
- Spanna (2001) 
- Shekinah Sound Ministries New Year Jam, Another Level Club, Birmingham. 
 
 
In this section, I will present a theological analysis of Christian sound systems as revealed in the data. 
I will be employing methodologies suggested by Beckford (2006), Lynch (2005) and Cobb (2005). 
My intention is to interpret the research data through a theological lens. I suggest that there are six 
main themes that characterise the theology of the Christian sound systems in Britain. They are; (1) 
Infusing Christ into sound system culture, (2) Mission, (3) the sanctification of the set, (4) the work of 
the Holy Spirit and (5) sound system as part of the Christian life. As an introduction, I will briefly 
review how theologians have traditionally investigated the relationship between theology and music.  
 
Theological methodology 
As mentioned in the introduction, scholars such as Lynch and Cobb have discussed the interface 
between Theology and popular culture. Key thinkers in this discipline have built on theories offered 
by European theologians Tillich (1959) and Niebuhr (2003). The latter suggested five categories of 
Christian engagement with Culture: Christ against Culture, Christ of Culture, Christ above Culture, 
Christ and Culture in Paradox and lastly Christ the Transformer of Culture. Black American scholar 
Jon Michael Spencer used these approaches to critique the textual content of American gospel songs 
from the 1930s through to the 1990s (Spencer 1990). Spencer investigated the relationship between 
theology and music through a discipline he termed ‘theomusicology’ (Spencer, 2005). 
 
McClure (2011) approaches his analysis from a musicological perspective. He believes that modern 
lived religion resembles a “music mashup” in that people combine ideas from religious traditions with 
ideas from non-religious sources. He argues that new theological inventions can be created using the 
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technological techniques of pop-music production. Theologians can learn about theological invention 
by observing technologies and production practices of pop song making; remixing, tracking, 
sampling, sequencing.   
  
Black British theologians such as Robert Beckford, Anthony Reddie and others have based their 
analysis of black British expressive cultures through the paradigm of Black Liberation Theology. This 
theological perspective is based on the experiences of “black people of the African Diaspora as they 
seek to re-interpret central ideas within the Bible and Christian faith in light of their experiences” 
(Jaggesar & Reddie, 2007, p.14). Beckford’s ‘dread’ theology advocated for the use of black 
expressive culture as a theological resource in order to develop a political theology for the Black 
Church in Britain (Beckford, 2000, p.28). Other black scholars such as Joe Aldred and David Muir 
have also contributed to the discussion of black faith in the black British diaspora.  
 
(1.) Infusing Christ into sound system culture 
The etymology of the Christian sound systems reveals an indication of their function. In Judaism the 
word ‘shekhinah’ means the glory of the divine presence of God (Tolstoy, 2005, p.435). The founder 
Rico stated that the name and indeed the sound system itself represented God’s name and presence. 
Members of Shekinah believed that if the sound system went into a wedding, a dance, a party or an 
outreach it carried the presence of God. The audience should experience an encounter with God 
through the words spoken on the microphone and the music played.  
 
The name of the second sound system in my case study is ‘His Majesty Sound System’. The members 
of HMSS believed that the name was a statement of intent, which declared that the sound belonged to 
God and ultimately all glory should go to His Majesty, King of Kings, Lord of Lords; Jesus Christ. 
Efrem stated that the sound had a “conviction of wanting to be incarnational”. The word incarnation 
literally means ‘infleshing’ or ‘enfleshment’ (McFarland, 2011, p.253).  In Christology, the doctrine 
of incarnation states that God took on human flesh in the person of Jesus of Nazareth; he was fully 
God and at the same time fully man. Jesus Christ became flesh, came to earth to save humanity and 
was criticised by those he came to save. In Efrem’s view, Christ is the model for Christian sound 
systems and those engaging in urban music ministry. Christian sound systems take on the nature (and 
flesh) of sound system culture in order to bring a change. There are issues of identity which 
potentially arise in this embodiment theory in what Turman (2013, p.1) describes as the ‘paradox of 
enfleshment’. By injecting a Christian spiritual message into the sound system space, Christian sound 
systems hope that the culture and those within it will be ameliorated by their presence in that space. 
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(2.) Mission  
The research data shows that both sound systems share a passion for mission and evangelism. The 
desire to communicate the Christian message in the cultural context of the audience links back to the 
‘mission’ interface suggested by Beckford (2006, p.147).  Participants spoke of using the sound 
system and reggae gospel music as tools for outreach. The function of the sound system is to lift up 
the name of Jesus Christ in the talk on the mic and the music played. By doing so, it is hoped that 
seeds would be sown in the hearts and minds of the audience. Participants spoke of outreach events at 
various churches, communities and carnivals up and down the country. There was also a desire to 
share their faith with unsaved friends who were still part of secular sound systems. Both sound 
systems view themselves as ministries, their preaching of the word and sharing the gospel transcends 
the sound system but also extends out into prison ministry, church outreach, Bible studies and various 
talks with youth groups. What differentiates a Christian sound system from any other secular sound is 
that they seek to minister the gospel to the audience from the pulpit of the sound system. The mission 
is also to encourage the believers to continue in their Christian journey.  
 
(3.) The sanctification of the set 
Participants spoke of the need for the members to be empowered by God to fulfil their roles with skill 
and effectiveness. The sound system apparatus is a tool set apart for the work of musical evangelism. 
Members spoke of the sound system as a pulpit, with the MC assuming a role of a preacher in a 
church. For this reason, it was necessary to guard the sound system to ensure that not just anyone 
could pick up the microphone. Beckford (2006) suggests that the concept of the ‘set’ can also be 
found in the church hall space: 
 
Like sound systems, Pentecostal churches developed their own ‘set’, although they place 
more of an emphasis on orality than technology. The Pentecostal set consisted of the pulpit, 
the altar and the choir or worship leaders. Integral to the performance of the Pentecostal set is 
the liturgy or pattern of worship (Beckford 2006, p.55) 
 
Those in the audience who wanted to ‘touch the mic’ were often vetted. According to Miller and 
Spanna, non-Christians were restricted from taking control of the microphone to ensure that the 
message resonating from the speaker boxes was consistent with the Christian ethos of the sound 
system. The MC held a great responsibility in delivering the word of God over the microphone; 
Spanna described this job as “steering the ship”. In order to fulfil this role, an MC had to be skilled in 
‘chatting mic’ but also well versed in the Christian message of the Gospel as found in the Holy Bible. 
Efrem described this direct engagement of the MC speaking the gospel message on the microphone as 
‘irrefutable and powerful’.  
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(4.) The work of the Holy Spirit 
Participants expressed a reliance on the Holy Spirit for the ability to discern how to navigate the 
dancehall space and employ wisdom in their decision-making in all aspects of the sound system 
performance. The Spirit is guiding the selector to choose the right songs, the Spirit is inspiring the MC 
to speak appropriate words on the microphone and The Spirit does the work of conviction in the 
hearts and minds of the audience.  Fletcher (2010, p.74) suggests that the Spirit empowers gospel 
artists to fulfil the two-fold purpose of worshiping God and bearing witness in the world. I would 
argue that the same pneumatological process takes place within the setting of the Christian sound 
system. Theologian David Muir describes Black Pentecostalism in Britain as the ‘accentuation of the 
Spirit in the lived-experience’ (Muir 2010, p.10). Based on this idea, I would suggest that the 
Christian sound system could be described as ‘Pentecostal’ in its nature and character. The Holy Spirit 
gives the power ‘to be witnesses to the uttermost parts of the earth’ (Acts 1:8) and drives the Christian 
sound systems members in their missiological pursuits.   
 
(5.) Sound system as part of the Christian life 
Members from both sound systems expressed a view that sound and the appreciation of sound is a 
reflection of the God of creation who created all things including the full spectrum of sound 
frequency. Redz stated that ‘chatting the mic’ and playing Christian music on a sound system is “a 
form of worship”. These sentiments were echoed through the words of a gospel reggae song that was 
heavily rotated on Christian sound systems in Britain during 2012/2013. ‘Positive’ is a gospel artist 
who hails from the Caribbean island of Tobago. He believes that reggae is a reflection of God’s glory, 
in his hit popular song ‘Sweeter’ he declares: 
 
I wanna sing out some sweet gospel reggae 
To give the praises that's due to ma Father 
Because it's more than just music it's worship 
So the worship haffi sweet, 
When we ah use ah reggae beat 
And this here reggae get sweeter 
And sweeter and sweeter when it's worship 
Reggae get sweeter and sweeter 
When ah reggae ah promote the Gospel 
Reggae get sweeter and sweeter 
And sweeter when it's worship 
So hats off to reggae, but more so to Jesus 
(Joel Murray aka ‘Positive’, Sweeter, 2012, Fox Fuse) 
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The artist expresses appreciation of the aesthetic value in reggae music and believes that it is useful 
for worship. This is a view shared by Christian sound systems in Britain. Participants believe that 
their Christianity encompasses all areas of life; church, family, work and sound system.  
 
Pentecostal Pneumatology    
According to philosopher James K.A. Smith, Pentecostal spirituality is characterised by the awareness 
of the Spirit’s immanence and activity in the church and in creation (Smith, 2010, p.39 - 40). Smith 
argues that all cultural forms have the capacity to reveal the Divine to us through a sense of 
‘enchantment’. Smith believes that all of creation and culture is ‘charged’ with the presence of spirits, 
both good and evil. The Spirit is at work in the church, in creation and in culture. Smith describes this 
process as the “enchanted theology of creation and culture” (p.39). I would suggest that the Christian 
sound system performance in this way could be viewed as a display of “enchantment”; the Spirit is at 
work in sound system culture.  My perspective is informed by Pentecostal pneumatology. 
 
It has been suggested by Machhia (2009) that the “work of the Holy Spirit cannot be 
compartmentalised or separated into neat theological categories” (p.18).  The Holy Spirit freely leads 
the church and empowers believers through ‘Spirit Baptism’ (Karkkainen, 2009, p.164). Pentecostal 
theology is reflected in an experiential spirituality (Vondey, 2018, p.21). Through the outpouring of 
the Holy Spirit the supernatural world intersects with the natural world on a daily basis (Ma, 2009, 
p.43).  In Black Pentecostalism the power of the Holy Spirit is for all of life. The power of the Spirit is 
experienced in church and taken into the world. The importance of a personal experience of God is 
essential in African Caribbean Christianity; God is not a ‘philosophical proposition but an 
experienced life-giving source’ (Beckford, 2000, p.40). The emphasis on the experiential within the 
Black church is examined extensively through the work of Iain MacRobert and Valentina Alexander. 
The former suggests that Black Pentecostalism is characterised by a holistic approach to worship 
where salvation is for the whole person and is concerned with personal and community redemption 
(MacRobert, 1989, p.369). Alexander argues that the power of the Spirit should be exercised outside 
of the four walls so that the Black church can fulfil an effective liberational spirituality (Alexander, 
1996, p.308). 
 
I would suggest that the points raised above support the ideas proposed by Smith (2010) in regards to 
an enchanted theology of creation and culture. Empowered by the Holy Spirit in church, gospel sound 
systems are going out into the world and engaging in sound system culture.  
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African Caribbean influence  
The holistic view of the Christian life resonates with the Caribbean Church tradition. Theologian and 
author, Kortright Davis, asserts that within the history of the Caribbean, religion is integrated in the 
whole of life: 
 
The traditionally Western dichotomy between sacred and secular spheres of life is often alien 
to the Caribbean mind, chiefly because the realities of life are so closely integrated for them 
and also because it is impossible for them to conceive of the divine absence from any aspect 
of human affairs… all combine to mark out the Caribbean personality as being conditionally 
religious   
(Davis, 1990, p.53) 
 
It could be said that sound systems, a significant form of Caribbean popular culture, is inherently 
religious on three levels. Firstly, in terms of the dance movements. University lecturer and dance 
practitioner, Dr. H. Patten suggests that Jamaican dance moves in themselves reveal a spiritual 
practice: 
 
reggae/dancehall as an indigenous cultural expression may convey a plethora of embodied 
spiritual references hidden within its dance. This, I further suggest, originates from Jamaican 
African/neo-African religious dance practices such as, Jonkonnu masquerade, the African-
derived Revival dance and the classical African Kumina dance ritual, as well as some aspects 
of Christianity. (Patten, 2019, p.16-17) 
 
Secondly, sound systems could be viewed as religious in terms of the structure. This concept has been 
covered within a number of sociological studies under the umbrella topic of Rave Culture and 
Religion. It has been suggested that electronic dance music provides an alternative spirituality and 
religiosity for contemporary youth (St. John, 2009, p.2). The participation of ravers in the ritual of a 
dance music event has been compared to parishioners within a church service (Olaveson, 2009, p.87). 
The structure of a rave has been directly compared to the ritual of a religious worship service where 
the DJ is likened to a shaman (Gerard, 2009, p.170). Sound systems are similar but distinct from these 
interpretations from the Rave Culture discipline.  
 
Thirdly, according to theologian Paul Tillich, religion is what grounds being in what has been termed 
‘ultimate concern’ (Tillich 1957). Author Kelton Cobb proposes that an ultimate concern is “one’s 
weightiest conviction, loyalty, or interest that assigns the relative gravity to all other convictions, 
loyalties, and interests that one holds” (Cobb, 2005, p.103). It has been argued by Patten (2019) that 
the ultimate concern for dancehall participants is ‘divine communication with the ‘Supreme Being’ 
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(Patten, 2019, p.299). According to Patton, dancehall encompasses all of their lives both social and 
spiritual. This concept is also explored through the work of Caribbean scholars such as Cooper (1993, 
2004), Hope, D.P. (2000), and Stanley-Niaah, S.N. (2009).  
 
As shown above, the sound system performance incorporates art and life which is altogether spiritual. 
I would suggest then that Christian sound systems are all of this and more. The Christian message is 
shared through a performance aesthetic which is grounded in an African Caribbean cultural heritage. 
This heritage, described by Davis (1990) as the ‘Caribbean personality’, is characterised by hybridity. 
The intersection of African cultural identity, musicology and technology has been described as ‘cut n 
mix’ (Hedbige 1987) and ‘techno-black cultural syncretism’ (Rose 1994). Sound systems reflect a 
Caribbean identity which places emphasis on public discourse as a space for spiritual expression, 
collective dialogue and affirmation of culture. These African Caribbean sensibilities are transported 
over into a British context via Black Atlantic exchanges (Gilroy 1993). An example of this exchange 
is the incorporation of ‘call and response’ which is an ancient African cultural tradition. Social 
science researchers have observed the importance of the continuous dialogue between MC and 
audience in the UK garage scene, a tradition originating from Jamaican sound systems (O’Hagan, 
2004, p.191). In my interview with Miller of Shekinah Sound Ministries he describes here how this 
heritage is translated into the context of the Christian sound system performance: 
 
“the sound system feeds off the crowd. Whereas in church the congregation feeds off the 
pastor. So, it is a way different even though we are in a role as the pastor. In that we are 
directing what goes on. But sound system can be more hard cutting. Like the knife and gun 
crime epidemic going on right now. We can pull up a tune and talk on that. And then bring a 
tune behind that to back up what we’re doing. Just as in the old slavery days with the whole 
call and response, sound system can come across that way… We are bringing a God bless 
word but with more interaction because we want the interaction. We want to know what 
you’re feeling” (Miller) 
 
The Holistic approach to the Christian life 
Historically, Caribbeans have negotiated their African spiritual roots with European missionary 
influences (Davis, 1990, p.50-52). It has been stated that even as black African slaves in the 
Caribbean were proselytized by European missionaries, they still retained their African religious 
expression and ideas (Burton 1997). This dynamic mix of African and European theologies resulted in 
indigenous forms of Christianity such as ‘Revival’ in Jamaica (Beckford, 2006, p.19) (Moskowitz, 
2018, p.214) (Partridge, 2018, p.252). These manifestations have also been described as ‘Afro- 
Christianity’ by Burton (1997, p.8). According to Theologian John Mbiti, in African philosophy all of 
life is religious: “there is no formal distinction between the sacred and the secular, between the 
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religious and non/religious, between the spiritual and the material areas of life. Wherever the African 
is, there is his religion” (Mbiti, 1969, p.2). According to Reed (2003, p.5) ‘sacred and secular were 
entirely false concepts’ in the African worldview; music was instead viewed as intrinsically spiritual. 
MacRobert asserts that “the understanding of the world which integrated the sacred and the profane; 
the spiritual and the material; the supernatural and the natural, into a holistic interactive universe 
traces back to African world views” (MacRobert, 1989, p.498).  
 
According to Beckford (2014) the enslavement of black Africans and the demonising of some forms 
of culture was a distorted version of Christianity and was in fact a type of ‘bewitchment of colonial 
Christianity’. Liberation Theologian, Anthony Reddie, suggests that a radical model of Black 
Theology must seek to challenge the distorted racist ideology which in the past has propagated the 
“demonization of Blackness, Black people and Africa” (Reddie, 2010, p.1). This understanding of the 
Christian faith, in the context of the African diaspora, seeks to engage in the struggle for the liberation 
of the marginalized and oppressed.  Following the tradition of Cone (2010), Douglas (1994), Beckford 
(1998) and others, this understanding of Christ as Liberator is based on texts such as Luke 4:16 – 18: 
 
The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed me to preach the gospel to 
the poor; he hath sent me to heal the broken hearted, to preach deliverance to the captives, 
and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that are bruised, 
To preach the acceptable year of the Lord. (The Holy Bible, KJV). 
 
By engaging in sound system culture, a significant form of black popular culture in Britain, I propose 
that British gospel sound systems are using their cultural context (African diaspora) to explain and 
interpret their faith (Beckford, 2006, p.81). According to Alexander (1996), effective Liberation 
Theology “must engage with the range of oppressions within its given context” (Alexander, 1996, 
p.94). During the 1970s and 1980s the British sound system Deejay/ MC acted as the ‘hidden voice’ 
of the marginalised and oppressed in the black community (Henry 2006). I would suggest that these 
socio-political sensibilities must once again be incorporated into the future missiological pursuits of 
the gospel-based sound systems mentioned in this study in order to manifest a truly holistic theology 
within the British context. Although the Christian sound system performance may not completely 
accomplish a healing of the sacred/ secular divide, I would however argue that they represent a 
recapturing of the holistic approach to the Christian life. The wonders of the Divine creator are 
experienced in church but also in the every-day lived experience of the Christian who engages in 
sound system culture. 
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  Conclusion 
 
One of the central aims of this study was to investigate how Christians navigate their faith through the 
realms of black popular culture in Britain. The chosen focus of the paper was the Christian sound 
system phenomenon which started in the Midlands during the late 1990s. This study fits within the 
wider discipline of theology and popular culture. Models of engagement as suggested by Beckford 
(2006), Lynch (2005) and Cobb (2005) have provided the conceptual framework for this 
investigation. The study focussed on two influential Christian sound systems (Shekinah Sound 
Ministries and His Majesty Sound System). The case studies and interviews served a dual purpose. 
Firstly, it provided an historical account of the Christian sound system movement that is unfortunately 
under researched and secondly, it generated rich qualitative data necessary to carry out meaningful 
and detailed analysis.  
 
This thesis has set out to understand the key motivations, influences and indeed issues that emerge in 
the exchange between ‘dancehall’ and ‘church hall’.  The data shows four key factors that the sound 
system members viewed as foundational factors in their engagement within the two spaces. Firstly, 
the need to be able to discern is an important characteristic in determining how a Christian works out 
their faith in the dancehall space. Reliance on the Holy Spirit for wisdom and guidance is significant 
in being able to represent one’s faith in an environment that may have more unsaved people in the 
crowd then believers. Secondly, the Christian sound system creates an alternative space within the 
dancehall where Christian spirituality is safeguarded. Thirdly, the artistry of the Christian sound 
system members is driven by their faith. Whether their role is a MC, selector or behind the scenes as 
an engineer, the biblical message of the Gospel of Jesus Christ is permeated through the gospel music 
played, the ‘chat’ on the mic and the aesthetic appreciation of sound. The fourth theme is the tension 
that arises when Christians are faced with traits of the culture that are controversial. The competitive 
nature of sound system culture, as evidenced through the ‘sport’ of the sound clash parades a pride 
and thirst for self-glorification which would seem to be at odds with the Christian ethos as stated in 
Galatians chapter 5 verses 22-23 states: “But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, 
gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance: against such there is no law” (The Holy Bible, 
KJV). The Christian navigating this space has to contend with this friction and clash of ideology. The 
presence of the Christian sound system in the dancehall space attempts to connect the audience to a 
Bible-based epistemology which was once prominent in the roots and culture era of the 1970s.  
 
The Christian engagement in sound system culture also answers the questions regarding the function 
of gospel sound systems. Members see their purpose and function as spreading the message of the 
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gospel through the medium of a sound system playing gospel music. These gospel outfits create a 
positive alternative for those who enjoy reggae and Dancehall music but may not agree with some of 
the negative messages in the genre. The Christian sound system also serves the practical function of 
providing a Christian DJ/ sound hire service, fulfilling a need for clean family-oriented entertainment 
for occasions such as weddings, parties and other social gatherings and celebrations.  
 
Since its inception in the late 1990s, the gospel sound systems have had a close relationship with 
gospel artists in the UK. Shekinah & HMSS have used their sound system as a platform to support 
gospel reggae artists as well as artists from other genres. The relationship is not as close as the 
traditional sound system model from the 1970s/80s where deejaying on a sound system was the way 
to start out as a respected reggae artist. There is nonetheless clear evidence of a connection between 
the Christian artist and the Christian sound system. In the 1990s, gospel rappers and singers from all 
over the country would travel to the midlands to perform at Shekinah outreach events. For many of 
the gospel reggae artists of the time it was one of the main outlets for their style of gospel and the only 
space where they could experience gospel reggae on a ‘big sound’. Equally in the early 2000s, the 
outreach ministry at Notting Hill carnival, (‘God Corner’) run by HMSS and Urban Mission became a 
significant Christian gathering in London.  
 
The second major intention of the study was to offer a theological analysis of Christian sound systems 
using qualitative interview data. The thesis suggests that there are five major theological themes that 
emerge from a close investigation of Christian sound systems in Britain. Firstly, the sound system 
represents an active engagement of Christianity with the sound system culture within Britain. Sounds 
such as Shekinah and HMSS Christianise aspects of the culture, with the intention of sharing the 
Christian world view and message. Secondly, the Christian sound system is characterised by a strong 
conviction for evangelism and reaching out to the unsaved in the dancehall world. Thirdly, the 
material apparatus of the sound system set is put through a process of sanctification. The Christian 
MC, selector and engineer view the Christian sound system as something which represents God and 
so the technology is set apart for God’s work. This is also reflected in the naming process. Fourthly, 
the work of the Holy Spirit plays a significant role in the artistry of the Christian sound system 
members. Biblical themes inspire the messages in the songs that are played as well as the statements 
that are made over the mic by the MC. Whilst the Christian sound system sows the audible seed in the 
ears of the audience, the Holy Spirit completes the deeper work of conviction and encouragement 
within the heart and mind of the hearers, be they Christian or non-Christian. Lastly, the Christian 
sound system performance is itself worship to God; the sonic qualities and sound frequencies display 
God’s work in creation. Sound systems and the appreciation of sound is part of the Christian life and 
far from being an opposing space, the Christian sound system offers us a picture of spirituality and 
sound merged in a spiritual ‘sonic dominance’ akin to a church service. The interview data advocates 
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a holistic perspective where good and bad is recognised in all of life. This concept has its roots in 
African tradition. Christian sound systems are grounded in an African Caribbean heritage and are 
open to the possibility that within the dancehall there can be both good and bad. The stringent 
demarcation of sacred and secular is less apparent in this mixing of Christian theology with Jamaican 
popular culture.  
 
This study was limited in exploring the significance of the gender angle within the discussion on 
Christian sound systems. All the participants that were interviewed were male. This is a 
misrepresentation of women’s involvement in the Christian sound system scene. At the time of 
writing, one of the leading gospel selectors is ‘DJ Naadlox’ who is associated with a gospel sound 
system called ‘Soul Cure’. There is also an all-female Christian sound system called GX (Gospel 
Xplosion) Squad led by gospel reggae artist Annette B. DJ Carmen Carrol is one half of husband and 
wife team ‘Soul2Sole’, a sound system based in Bristol who specialise in playing urban gospel and 
soulful house.  The Christian sound system space would appear to an open egalitarian space where 
females are able to occupy the central role of selector/DJ which is a key function within the gospel 
sound system performance. Future investigation and research in this area would widen our 
understanding of the significance of the female presence in the Christian sound system movement 
from its inception up to the present day.  
 
Since its origins in the 1990s, Christian sound systems have been spreading the message of Christ 
through the medium of gospel reggae at venues up and down the UK. This thesis has argued that the 
Christian sound system functions to encourage believers, provide a Christian entertainment service 
and to reach out to the unsaved. This study has suggested that the theology of Christian sound systems 
is characterised by Pentecostal Pneumatology reflected through a reliance on the Bible which drives a 
passion for missiology. Christian sound systems will continue to provide a platform for British gospel 
artists who create music in styles including reggae, r&b, rap and afro-beats to name just a few. 
Through the skill of the engineers, MCs and selectors these gospel-based sound aficionados 
effectively navigate the sound system cultural space with ease; entertaining, encouraging and 
safeguarding the Christian spirituality of sound systems in Britain.  It was a work started by Shekinah 
that was taken up by HMSS and a number of other sound systems up and down the UK. With the 
decline of traditional reggae sound systems as the dominant cultural choice of black youth, 
discussions may be raised about the effectiveness of sound systems for future missionary work. If you 
attend a Christian sound system event today, you can hear the ‘cut n mix’ of African roots with 
Caribbean cultural influences in the gospel music ranging from gospel reggae dancehall to gospel 
afro- beats. As well as style, the cultural mix of people is also diverse with black and white selectors, 
MCs and engineers represented across different Christian sound systems. The music played 
predominately reflects a black British Christian expression characterised by a continued hybridity in 
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style. The Christian sound system will continue to reflect these stylistic changes as it is ‘re-versioned’ 
by new MCs, DJs/selectors that engage in this space. 
 
In concluding this paper, I will suggest five ways that Christian sound systems in Britain demonstrate 
an interfacing of theology with culture. (1) It is praxis (Beckford 2006). Songs such as ‘Mr. Blair’ by 
‘Spanna’ show that those within the movement are concerned with social action. Members are 
actively involved in community projects and outreaches as well playing on a sound system. (2) It is 
mission (Beckford 2006). Christian sound systems were driven by a desire to reach those outside the 
church with the Christian message of hope and salvation. (3) It is Christ in Culture (Niebuhr 2003). 
The Christians engage in sound system culture with a view of safeguarding Christian spirituality and 
reaching those within that space. This resonates with Niebuhr’s fifth category of engagement which is 
‘Christ as Transformer of Culture’. (4) It is ‘exorcism’ (Beckford 2014). The cultural and 
musicological exchanges between the church hall and dancehall encapsulated in the Christian sound 
system movement, reflects a strong conviction that the Christian life should be viewed in a holistic 
way. This recapturing of an African Caribbean concept is a type of ‘exorcism aesthetic’ whereby the 
false colonial distortion of ‘good culture’ vs ‘bad culture’ is challenged biblically (p.190-191). (5) It is 
a theology of culture (Tillich 1959). The interaction between the MC and the crowd is comparable to 
the preacher and the congregation. The emphasis on ‘call and response’ and the full sensory 
experience of ‘sonic dominance’ is present both in the sound system space and the Black Church. The 
1970s roots and culture era show that there were religious sensibilities beneath the surface. This phase 
of sound system history is also an example of the ‘recognition’ interface as suggested by Beckford 
(2006). There was evidence of a Bible-based spirituality beneath the surface which began to be 
drowned out during the 1980s ‘ragamuffin’ era. The first Christian sound system emerges in the late 
1990s and these religious sensibilities were once again brought back to the fore. The performance 
practices of the Christian sound systems are explicit in their intentions to directly ‘minister the music’ 
from the pulpit of the sound system. In conclusion I would suggest that the Christian sound system 
movement offers a significant example of the effective engagement between theology and black 
popular culture. The theological enquiry into this niche movement has raised important considerations 
surrounding cultural aesthetics, values, performance practices, beliefs and convictions. The 
theological themes that have emerged from this dialogue provide important insights and a framework 
for similar exchanges in the future.    
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Annotated Bibliography 
(Theological themes) 
 
Below is a description of sources that have underpinned the main theological themes in my study. 
 
Christology: 
Cone (2010) suggests that Christian theology should be viewed as liberation for the oppressed, 
downcast and marginalized. The task of Black Liberation Theology is to present the nature of the 
gospel of Jesus Christ in a way that is consistent with the perspective of the oppressed black 
community. I suggest that when Christian sound systems reach out to the marginalised, outside of the 
church, they are siding with the liberation of the oppressed in their community. These ideas are 
further explored by Douglas (1994) who suggests that the Black Christ refers to an understanding of 
Christ related to the struggle for Black freedom from all forms of injustice. The author stretches the 
discussion further by proposing a Black womanist perspective of the Black Christ. I suggest that the 
gospel sound systems offer a representation of Christ that is relatable and accessible to the concerns of 
black people. In the age of ‘black lives matter’ this a particularly pertinent point (Miller, L, 2020). 
The concept of Black Theology has been interpreted in a British context by writers such as Reddie 
(2010). The model of Black Theology suggested by Reddie seeks to address the problematic legacies 
of the slave trade for Black Christians living in the African Diaspora. In light of this model, I suggest 
that Christian sound systems offer a new approach to African Caribbean Christian mission whereby 
faith embraces black expressive culture. Beckford (2000) suggests a political theology termed ‘Dread 
Pentecostalism’. It is a theological system concerned with the holistic liberation of the marginalized 
and oppressed. A ‘Dread’ Christology is the understanding of a Black Christ participating in the lives 
and struggles of African Caribbean people in a British context. Further examples of these ideas can be 
found in Beckford (1998).    
 
The Christian sound systems discussed in this study attempt to make Christ relevant to those in the 
sound system space. The person and work of Jesus Christ as the bearer of salvation is central to the 
message of the Christian sound systems and are in line with the classical understanding of Christology 
as found in the work of Fuller (1969), McGrath (2001), Inbody (2002) and Spence (2008). In my 
thesis I suggest that gospel sound systems are incarnational in that they seek to represent Christ as 
they operate in and through the sound system space. I understand this concept of ‘radical 
embodiment’ using the work of Van Nieker & Niemandt (2019) and Urbaniak (2019). These concepts 
are grounded in the traditional understanding of the incarnation; “the eternal Son of God took flesh 
from his human mother; hence the person known as Jesus of Nazareth was and is at once fully human 
and truly divine; his history is the ‘enfleshed’ story of the Son of God” (O’Collins, 2002, p.1).  
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I suggest that the ability of the Christian sound system to function incarnationally is a valuable quality 
in its pursuit for mission and evangelism. This idea is further expounded in the work of Warrington 
(2008).  
 
Mission: 
Writers such as Langmead (2013) suggest that missiology should be an important aspect of 
theological education and argue that all of theology is essentially missiological in character. Based on 
this concept I suggest that Christian sound systems exhibit clear missiological attributes in their desire 
to reach the community located outside of the four walls of the church. The gospel sound system 
members that I interviewed show that the task of mission is not the exclusive role of the theologically 
trained; it is instead the commission of all members of the local church. This idea is evident in the 
work of Cameron (2010) who suggests five cultural forms of church. The model of interest in my 
study is what she has termed as the ‘third place church; church meeting in secular third places’ (p.38). 
This is the idea that a space outside the traditional church building ‘encultures’ the gospel by building 
relationships as the foundation to communicating the gospel in word and deed. Although Cameron 
(2010) is referring to commercial spaces such as coffee shops, I propose that the Christian sound 
systems in Britain operate in this ‘third place model’. Engagement in alternative spaces opens up 
opportunity for dialogue and a potential for public theology as suggested in the work of Cray (2009) 
and Kim (2017). Pentecostal pneumatology provides the driving force and enthusiasm for what can be 
described as a ‘Pentecostal missiology’ as noted in the work of Kairkkanen (2018) and Yong (2005).  
I suggest that gospel sound systems provide opportunities for mission which is culturally relevant for 
21st Century evangelism. I understand this idea as a form of ‘diasporan mission strategy’ as illustrated 
by Wan (2011). These concepts are further underpinned by traditional New Testament scholarship 
examining the concept of the Kingdom of God in the four gospels as explored in Wright (2012). 
 
Sanctification: 
I suggest that gospel sound systems exercise a type of sanctification ritual whereby the sound system 
is set apart for the work of musical evangelism. I understand this idea using the work of Story (2009). 
This article examines key Pauline text in relation to sanctification. Story (2009) suggests that holiness, 
sanctification and living a ‘set apart’ life should not result in moralist pride but should instead be 
evidenced by humility and love. In light of this idea I suggest that gospel sound systems such as 
Shekinah and HMSS express this bond of love through their willingness to engage with those outside 
the ‘church hall’. This type of engagement takes on an emancipatory element when viewed in light of 
the work of Cone (1978) who asserts that sanctification is inextricably linked with liberation within 
black religion.  
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Healing 
Writers such as Studer (1982), Carroll (1995) and Grundmann & Bate (2001) examine the major 
theological questions surrounding illness and physical healing, focussing on the centrality of healing 
in Jesus’ earthly ministry. Within the context of this thesis I am viewing gospel sound systems from a 
Pentecostal lens whereby healing is not just in the physical realm for the individual but includes the 
whole person and extends to the needs of the wider community. Examples of these ideas can be found 
in the work of MacRobert (1989), Alexander (1996) and Poloma (2009). I am also employing the 
concept of an African Caribbean Diasporan Pastoral theology, as expounded by Hall (2016). Based on 
this concept, I propose that gospel sound systems seek to engage the dancehall space by offering a 
message of hope and holistic healing (personal and collective). This is evidenced through an emphasis 
on the daily lived experience of the African Caribbean community and a positive affirmation of black 
culture.  
 
Pneumatology 
The main concepts that have informed my ideas in this thesis have been covered under the 
‘Pentecostal Pneumatology’ heading within the theology section, Chapter 4. I am understanding 
Christian sound systems from a Pentecostal perspective whereby practitioners are empowered by the 
Holy Spirt in church to then go out into the world to share the liberating message of the gospel.  
 
Christian Discipleship 
The gospel sound system practitioners interviewed for this project all emphasised an openness to 
ongoing Bible study and pastoral accountability (individually and collectively). HMSS is overseen by 
pastors; Robert and Efrem who are senior leaders of the Ecclesia15 church in Lewisham, south 
London. Shekinah sound have partnered with many local pastors for their outreach events in the 
Birmingham area; often these pastors would pray for patrons after the MC had given an alter call. 
 My understanding of discipleship in this context is informed by the view that the primary role of the 
disciple is to be one who learns and develops Christian character which is evidenced by the virtue of 
love. Examples of this type of thinking can be found in the work of Cherry (2016) who asserts that “in 
order to think coherently about encouraging discipleship in ourselves and others, we need a richer, 
more inclusive and down-to-earth model of discipleship itself” (p.196). I would propose that this 
‘down to earth’ model of discipleship is accentuated in the function of the Christian sound system in 
Britain. 
                                                            
15 https://www.ecclesia.uk/church-leaders/ 
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